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Aug. 28, 1964, now Patent No. 3,400,291. This ap 
plication Nov. 26, 1965, Ser. No. 519,814 

Int, Ci. H01j 31/26, 39/02 
U.S. C. 33-65 15 Claims 

ABSTRACT OF THE DISCLOSURE 
This invention relates to novel vacuum tubes which 

serve for the intensification of images, which are of a high 
sensitivity and in spite of this sensitivity are free from 
spurious signals and can produce images of good con 
trast and definition. These results are due to the construc 
tion using a device comprising an array of plurality of 
curved electron multiplying hollow tubes which in addi 
tion prevents the instability of operation of said tubes. 

This invention relates to the image converters and 
image intensifiers to be used independently or in com 
bination with television camera tubes, kinescopes for 
black and white images, and for color images, radar kine 
scopes, electron mirror tubes, storage tubes and electron 
microscopes, and represents a continuation-in-part of my 
co-pending patent application Ser. No. 392,960 filed on 
Aug. 28, 1964 which is now U.S. Patent 3,400,291 issued 
Sept. 3, 1968, and has common subject matter with my 
U.S. Patent 3,279,460 filed Dec. 4, 1961 and issued Oct. 
18, 1966; with U.S. Patent 3,149,258 filed Sept. 9, 1954 
and issued Sept. 15, 1964; with U.S. Patent 3,021,834 
filed Nov. 28, 1956 and issued Feb. 20, 1962; and with 
U.S. Patent 2,877,368 filed Mar. 11, 1954 and issued 
Mar. 10, 1959. 
My invention will be useful in all situations which re 

quire the conversion of radiation from one wave-length 
to another wave-length of spectrum. 
My invention will be useful also for intensification of 

the brightness of the images to be reproduced. 
In addition, my invention is of great importance for 

improvement of resolution of images reproduced. 
In addition, my invention will make it possible to minia 

turize the present image converters, and image intensi 
fiers, such as are described in my patents, U.S. 2,555,423 
and 2,555,424; and which are used in the field of diagnos 
tic radiology. 
My invention will be better understood when taken in 

combination with the accompanying drawings. 
In the drawings: 
FIGURE 1 shows the novel image intensifier. 
FIGURE 1a shows novel electron guide. 
FIGURES 1b, 1c, 1d, 1e, and 1.f shows modifications of 

the electron guide. 
FIGURES 2, 2a, 3, 4 and 5 show modifications of the 

image intensifier. 
FIGURES 6 and 6a show the use of two tubes in co 

operative relationship. 
FIGURES 7 and 8 show cascade image intensifiers. 
FIGURES 9, 10 and 10a show a novel composite 

Screen. 
FIGURES 11 and 12 show image intensifier provided 

with a fiber-optic lens. 
FIGURE 13 shows a novel television camera tube. 
FIGURES 13a, 13b, 13c show novel acoustic image 

converters. 
FIGURE 14 shows a novel electron gun. 
FIGURE 15 shows a novel storage tube. 
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FIGURE 15a shows a novel curved electron guide and 

multiplier. - 
FIGURE 15b, shows a modification of the novel curved 

electron guide and multiplier. 
FIGURE 15c shows a novel spiral electron guide multi 

plier. 
FIGURE 15d shows image intensifier tube. 
FIGURE 16 shows a novel X-ray image intensifier. 
FIGURE 17 shows a neutron image intensifier. 
FIGURE 17a shows a modification of neutron image 

intensifier. 
FIGURE 18 shows a novel infra-red image intensifier. 
FIGURE 18a shows a modification of infra-red image 

intensifier. 
FIGURE 19 shows a novel charged particles micro 

Scope. 
FIGURE 20 shows a television type of microscope. 
FIGURE 21 shows an image intensifier with an image 

conductor. 
FIGURE 21a shows a modification of the image intensi 

fier with an image conductor. 
FIGURE 22 shows another modification of an image 

intensifier. 
FIGURE 1 shows a novel vacuum tube which com 

prises a photoemissive photocathode 2 such as of Cs, 
Na, K with Sb, Bi or AS or of a mixture of aforesaid ele 
ments, such as K-Cs-Sb or Na-K-Sb. For infra-red 
radiation Cs-O-Ag or Cs-Na-K-Sb will be more 
suitable. The photocathode 2 may be deposited on the 
end-Wall of the tube 1 or on a transparent supporting plate 
Such as of quartz, glass or mica 3 or of arsenic trisulfide. 
The visible or invisible radiation image of the examined 
object 4 is projected by the optical system 4a on the photo 
cathode 2 and is converted into a beam of photoelec 
trons, having the pattern of said image. The photoelec 
tron beam has to be focused in order to get a good 
reproduction of the image. In the devices of the prior 
art, the focusing was accomplished by electrostatic or 
electromagnetic lenses which are large and heavy. As a 
result, the standard image tubes are bulky and cannot 
be miniaturized. In my device, I eliminated the electro 
static or electromagnetic lenses which made it possible to 
make a miniature device. The problem of focusing the 
electron beam without the use of electron-optical devices, 
Was solved by the use of a novel mechanical device such 
as the apertured guide 5. The guide 5 comprises a plurality 
of tunnels 6, each tunnel is of microscopical diameter and 
extends through the whole length of the guide. Each of 
the tunnels must be insulated well from the adjacent ones. 
It was found that there are various ways to construct such 
guide. In one preferred embodiment the guide 5A may be 
constructed of a plurality of hollow tubes 15 of glass or 
of plastic, having their both ends open and being of ten 
microns diameter or less, and held together by silicone or 
other temperature stable plastics or by fusing them to 
gether by heating, see FIGURE 1a. For a good resolution 
of the image, I use 150-250,000 of such tubes stacked 
together in one Square inch area. In some cases each of 
tubes 15 is coated on inside walls with a conducting layer, 
Such as of aluminum, 7a or semi conducting layer 7c, 
which is connected to an outside source of electrical 
potential. 
The tubes 15 may be also held in position at their ends 

only either by fusing them at the ends only, by heat, or 
by gluing them together with silicone or other plastic 
material compatible with vacuum or mechanically, for ex 
ample, by threading their ends only into a mesh screen 
mounted rigidly in the tube. 

In cases in which resolution of images is not important, 
the guide 5 may be constructed of a number of apertured 
glass plates combined in one unit as was described above 
for tubes 15. In the preferred embodiment of invention 
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the tubes 15 of glass or plastic may be coated on their out 
side walls with a conducting material 7a or semi-conduct 
ing material 7c and next with the insulating material Such 
as of fluorides, glass, plastic, MgO, or silicon oxide 50, 
extending along the entire length of said tubes and around 
their entire circumference. Next the inner glass or plastic 
wall of the tubes 15 is leached out to make the conducting 
7a or semi-conducting layer or resistive 7c face the lunen 
of the tunnels 6. In this construction the insulating coat 
ing 50 is of material resistant to the leaching agent and 
it will serve as a support for other layers. The material 
for uniting the tubes 15 should be resistant to tempera 
ture necessary for vacuum processing. Plastic materials 
such as fluoro-carbons, polyethylenes such as fluoroethyl 
enes or silicon compounds such as silicates are useful. 

If the tubes 15 are united by heating them, the outer 
walls of the tubes may be clad before the fusion with a 
glass or other material which is resistant to the leaching 
agent and which melts easier than the layer 50. In Some 
cases the dielectric layer 50 may serve for this purpose 
as well. 

In some cases, the first coating to be applied to the 
walls of the tubes 15 may be of a secondary electron emis 
sive material 20, as shown in FIGURE id, which may be 
of semi-conducting type such as CsSb, of insulating type 
such as of fluorides, MgO, or alkali halides such as KCl 
or of aluminum oxide, or of conducting type Such as Be, 
Ni, Cu, or of a mixture thereof. In some cases layer 50 
and 7a or 7c should be able to tolerate temperature of 
600° C. The dielectric layer 50 as was explained above 
serves as a support for all other layers and extends along 
the entire length of the tunnels. 
The secondary electron emissive layer 20 should pref 

erably extend along the entire length of the tubes and 
cover the inside lumen of tunnels 6 on all sides. 

In some cases the coating 20 may be also applied to the 
inside walls of the tubes 15, after they have been coated 
with the conducting and insulating layers and after they 
were leached as was described above, but the results are 
inferior than in the method described above. 

It is also possible to coat the inside walls of the tubes 
15 with a conducting layer and with a secondary elec 
tron emissive layer 20 by evaporation or electrolytically. 
In such case the tubes 15 do not require any leaching at 
all. The results however are inferior to the method de 
described above because the secondary electron emissive 
coating is not uniform. In one embodiment of preferred 
construction the deposition of the secondary electron emis 
sive material is done on the external surface of the walls 
of said tubes which makes it practical to produce a 
homogenous and uniform deposition of the secondary 
electron emissive material. As was explained above the 
subsequent leaching of the glass makes the Secondary elec 
tron emissive material face the lumen of the tunnels 6b. 
Another preferable method of building the guides 5 

is to use a fiber plate which consists of plurality of fibers 
of 5 to 10 microns diameter made of glass or plastics. 
The fibers are coated with a dielectric material 50 such 

as a suitable glass, plastic, fluorides, silicon oxide or 
other silicon compounds, as shown in FIGURE 1f. In 
some cases the fibers and their coating should be able to 
tolerate temperature of 600 C. 
The material for uniting the fibers should be resistant 

to leaching agent used for the glass and also resistant to 
temperature necessary for vacuum processing. Among 
plastic materials fluoro-carbons, polyethylenes Such as 
fluoroethylenes or silicon compounds are the best. All 
these fibers are glued together chemically or are fused to 
gether by heating. Such a fiber-plate is now subjected to 
a leaching process in which the glass or plastic fibers are 
etched out and dissolved by a suitable chemical. The leach 
ing agent does not attack however, the coating of fibers. 
We will obtain therefore, after the leaching is completed, 
a guide 5F having as many tunnels 6 as there were origi 
nal fibers in the plate. The fiber-plates can be constructed 
of fibers having only six microns in diameter. Therefore 
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4. 
the tunnels 6 will have a diameter of approximately 6 mi 
crons. If it is important to have the tunnels of a uniform 
diameter, the fiber plate should be made of fibers which 
have a coating of glass or plastic which does not deform 
during the heating fusion. In some cases it is preferable 
to have an electrically conducting coating on the inside 
walls of tunnels 6. In such case, a layer of Al, Pd, Au or 
Ag may be deposited on the inside walls of the tunnels 6 
either by evaporation or electrolytically. A preferred 
method of providing a conducting 7a or semi-conducting 
or resistive 7c coating inside of tunnels 6 is to use the 
fiber plate in which the fibers before combining them in 
one unit are clad with a metallic coating or in which the 
dielectric coating such as of glass or plastic comprises a 
metal. 

In such case an additional insulating layer 50 which 
may be of a glass, plastic, fluorides or silicon oxide or 
silicates should be deposited outside of the metallic layer 
to provide a good electrical insulation of tunnels 6 from 
each other. It should be understood that tunnels 6 and all 
their modifications have the length a few times, which 
means at least two times, larger than the diameter of their 
apertures 42. 

Also fiber-optic mosaics may be used for construction 
of the electron guide 5. Such mosaic can be made of a plu 
rality of fibers, having a core of one kind of glass and a 
coating of another type of glass. All these fibers are fused 
together by heating. Such a fiber-optic plate is now sub 
jected to a leaching process in which the core of the fibers 
is etched out and dissolved by a suitable chemical. The 
leaching agent does not attack however, the coating of 
fibers. We will obtain therefore, after the leaching is com 
pleted, a plate having as many tunnels as there were origi 
nal fibers in the fiber-optic mosaic. It should be under 
stood that these glass fibers and fibers described above 
may be also provided with a coating of secondary elec 
tron emissive material 20 and of the conducting material 
7a before being coated with another type of glass. There 
fore after the core of said fibers is leached out the second 
ary electron emissive layer will face the lumen of tun 
nels 6. 

I found that the tunnels made of the metal tubes in the 
prior art could not give a good resolution of the images 
because the metal tubes could not be made of diameter 
smaller than 0.50 mm. and could not be reproduced uni 
formly. In my device glass or plastic tubes are used 
which can be produced of diameter of 0.01 mm. and 
which can be produced with a great degree of uniformity 
in great numbers. My device will need 200,000 tubes or 

Ore. 

It should be understood that the word "glass' in the 
specification and in the claims embraces all kinds of 
glasses and Synthetic plastic materials as well. 
Another electron guide is shown in FIGURE 1c. The 

vacuum tube 1A has a Source of electrons such as photo 
cathode 2 or an electron gun 40 and a novel electron 
guide 5C. 
The guide 5C comprises in vacuum tube 1A a plu 

rality of perforated members 60 such as plates or meshes 
of dielectric material, such as glass or plastic and a 
plurality of electrically conducting perforated members 
61 such as plates or meshes of steel, nickel or copper. The 
dielectric members 60 and conducting plates or meshes 
61 are stacked together and glued together or fused in an 
alternating pattern. In this way plural tunnels 6a are 
produced which have walls of alternating strips of dielec 
tric material and of a conducting material. All elec 
trically conducting members 61 may be connected to an 
outside sorce of potential. 
An improved method of producing apertured plates 

or meshes is to use a fine focused electron beam for per 
forating continuous sheets of suitable materials. This 
method is used for electrically conducting materials such 
as nickel, copper beryllium and for dielectric materials 
such as plastics, fluorides or glass as well. 
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In some cases it is advantageous to intensify electron 
beam by a secondary electron multiplication. This is ac 
complished in my invention by coating the perforated 
apertured conducting members 61 of the guide 5D in 
vacuum tube 1B with a secondary electron emissive ma 
terial 20a Such as calcium fluoride, alkali halides, such as 
KCl, aluminum oxide, CsSb, and Ni or Be, of the thick 
ness of 50 to 250 angstroms as shown in FIGURE 1b. 
This coating 20a may be deposited by evaporation or by 
electrolytic process, and is deposited before the mem 
bers 60 and 61 are combined together in one unit, their 
apertures being aligned and forming thereby elongated 
tunnels 6a having the length larger than diameter of said 
apertures. It should be understood that the various ar 
rangements of dielectric members 60 and of conducting 
members 61 coated with layer 20a come within the scope 
of my invention. For example, I may use a few dielectric 
members 60 for each conducting member. The con 
ducting members 61 coated with the layer 20a are con 
nected to an external source of the electrical potential. 
Each member 61 is provided with a potential a few KV 
higher than the preceding one. In the vacuum tubes of the 
prior art the emitted secondary electrons had to be 
focused by means of bulky magnetic devices to prevent 
loss of resolution. In my device, all electron-optical 
focusing devices can be eliminated and still a better 
resolution is obtained than in the prior art. The secondary 
electrons must travel through the tunnels 6a and are 
restrained to the size of such tunnels. The tunnels 6a 
or 6 should preferably be in some cases at an angle to 
the photocathode 2. In some cases the apertures 42 of 
tunnels 6 or 6a should have a bevelled shape. 

It was found however that the perforated plates of 
meshes whether of conducting type or of dielectric type 
cannot give as good resolution, as the electron guides 
made out of hollow tubes or of fibers which were de 
scribed above. It was also found that conducting mesh 
screens covered with insulation and stacked together do 
not make tunnels of uniform diameter and shape as it is 
required for the best resolution of the images as it is im 
possible to bring plurality of such screens into a perfect 
registry with each other as it was successfully done in 
electron guides using hollow tubes or leached out fiber 
plates. 
My novel imaging devices may use all embodiments of 

the electron guides described above. The novel image 
tube 1 shown in FIGURE 1, as described above, has the 
photocathode 2 on the support 3, electron guide 5 and an 
image reproducing screen 8. The image reproducing 
screen 8 comprises luminescent or electroluminescent 
material such as ZnSCdS, ZnSAg or zinc silicate and is 
covered on one side with an electron transparent, light 
reflecting layer 9 such as aluminum. The layer 9 pre 
vents the light emitted by the screen 8 to scatter back 
to the photocathode 2. The image of the examined area 
4 is projected by the lens 4a on the photocathode 2 and 
is converted into a beam of photoelectrons having the 
pattern of said image. The photo electron beam is ac 
celerated by the electrical fields 39, enters the guide 5 
through the apertures 42 and is focused by said guide 
onto luminescent screen 8. It leaves the guide through 
the apertures 42a, is accelerated again by the fields 39, 
strikes the screen 8 and reproduces a visible image there 
in. This novel image tube does not require any electron 
optical focusing devices for good resolution of the image. 

I found that the closer, the guide 5 is to the photo 
cathode 2, the better is the resolution of the image. In 
particular, a distance of a small fraction of one millimeter 
will give the best results, the distance of a few millimeters 
will give a much worse resolution. The vacuum tube 1. 
shown in FIGURE 1 must be provided with a uni-direc 
tional electrical potential for acceleration of photoelec 
trons from the photocathode to the guide 5, and from 
the guide 5 to the image reproducing screen 8. The 
accelerating potential may be applied to the conducting 
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6 
cylinders which transmit electrons or coating 39 on the 
inside of the tube envelope or to the conducting layer 7 
such as of aluminum. The higher the accelerating potential 
is, the brighter the reproduced image will be in the screen 
8. There is, however a limit to the strength of the ac 
celerating potential which is set by the dielectric strength 
of the tube. The use of guide 5 allows the potential to 
be spread between the photocathode 2 and screen 8 over 
a longer distance and without loss of resolution. There 
fore it will be possible now to use, in the tube 1, a much 
higher potential than it would be feasible without said 
guide 5. The conducting layer 7 may be 50-100 A. thin 
so it will be completely transparent to the photoelectrons 
emitted by the photocathode 2. The conducting layer 7 
or semiconducting layer 7c is connected to an outside 
source of potential and may be preferably in contact with 
the conducting or semiconducting coating on inner walls 
of tunnels 6. The layer 7 may be continuous. In some 
cases, a perforated metallic layer 7b will be better. The 
perforations in the layer 7 corresponding to the apertures 
42 of the tunnels 6, may be made by blowing a strong 
current of air through the tunnels 6. Another method of 
producing the apertured conducting member is to use 
a perforated plate or mesh screen of conducting material 
such as 43 described below. 
The length of the tunnels 6 in the guide 5 must be long 

er than the diameter of the apertures 42 of said tunnels. 
The actual length will vary according to the application 
of my guide and the type of vacuum tube. However the 
tunnels of the guide should be at least a few times longer 
than the diameter of the apertures. The longer is the guide 
5, the greater difference of potential can be applied to both 
sides of said guide. The greater is the potential difference, 
the more acceleration of the electrons can be achieved. 
This brings about a greater image intensification, which 
was one of the purposes of my invention. The acceleration 
potentials may be supplied from an external source of po 
tential connected to the layer 7 or 43 or to separate grids 
which transmit electrons and are disposed on both sides of 
the guide 5, or to conductive rings 39 mounted on the walls 
of the vacuum tube. In the devices of the prior art, it was 
impossible to provide a large potential difference, because 
the separation of the fluorescent screen 8 from the photo 
electric screen 2 could not be longer than 0.25-0.5 cm.; 
exceeding this distance caused a prohibitive loss of resolu 
tion of the image. In my device, in spite of the elimination 
of the focusing electron-optical lenses or fields, I can pro 
vide separation of the photocathode 2 and of the fluores 
cent screen 8 of any desired length without a loss of resolu 
tion of the image. I found that for the best resolution in 
this embodiment of invention the walls of the tunnels 6 
facing the lumen of said tunnels should be free from a 
photoelectric material or from a secondary electron emis 
sive material. 
The electron beam from the photocathode 2 carrying 

the image is therefore guided by the electron guide 5 to the 
image reproducing screen 8. It is accelerated to impinge on 
said screen 8 with a sufficient velocity to produce therein 
a visible image of increased brightness. 
The tunnels 6 may be uniform in their diameter through 

the whole length of the guide 5. The tunnels 6 may have 
also a divergent form, in which the exit apertures are 
larger than the entrance apertures. In such case the elec 
tron beam will be enlarged upon its exit from the guide. 
The tunnels 6 may be also of a convergent form in which 
the exit apertures are smaller than the entrance. In this 
case the electron beam will be demagnified on its exit from 
the guide. 
The separation of guide 5 from the photocathode 2 

will cause some photoelectrons to strike the solid parts of 
guide 5, instead of entering the apertures 42 in the guide. 
In this way, a space charge may be produced on Solid 
parts of guide 5, which may interfere with the photoelec 
tron image. I found that development of the space charge 
is the cause of failure of such devices. The conducting 
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layer 7 will prevent this from happening as the charges 
will be able to leak away through layer 7. In Some cases, 
it is preferable to mount guide 5 in contact with the photo 
cathode 2 or the photocathode may be deposited directly 
on the end-face of guide 5 instead of on the end-Wall of 
the tube or on a supporting member 3, as is shown in 
FIGURE 2. In this construction the conducting layer 
should be a perforated layer 7b or a perforated member 
43. The discontinuous electrically conducting layer 7b 
may be also made by evaporation and will have 80-90% 
transmission for electrons. In some cases it is preferable 
to use an electrically conducting member 43 in the form of 
a metallic wide mesh screen or perforated plate of metallic 
material or of a perforated member coated with an elec 
trically conducting material such as tin oxide. The mem 
ber 43 is mounted on the end-face of the guide 5 in Such 
a manner that openings of the screen or plate 43 coincide 
with one or with a few apertures 42 of the guide 5. The 
screen or mesh 43 is connected to an outside source of 
electrical potential in the same manner as layer 7b. In this 
construction I found that a problem arises because of the 
chemical interaction between the photoemissive material 
of photocathode 2 and the materials of guide 5. It is in 
portant, therefore to select materials which do not poison 
the photcathode. Lanthanum glass is chemically compati 
ble. Still a protecting separating layer 2a of a light trans 
parent material such as of calcium fluoride, MgO, or of 
silicon monoxide may be needed. The layer 2a should be 
preferably perforated and have a transmission for photo 
electrons of 80%-90%. The aperture of the layer 2a must 
coincide with the apertures 42 of the guide. The layer 2a 
may be prepared by deposition on the top of the layer 43 
of a continuous layer first and next by rupturing said layer 
with a strong current of air blown through tunnels 6, so 
that only the parts overlaying the solid portions of the 
guide 5 will remain in position. 

Also, the phosphor screen 8 may be deposited directly 
on the end-face of guide 5. This construction facilitates 
markedly the construction of tube 1, as guide 5 with the 
image reproducing screen 8, and in some cases also with 
the photocathode 2 may be prepared outside of vacuum 
tube 1, and then introduced into tube 1a in one unit, and 
mounted therein. 

In some cases, either only the photocathode 2 or only 
the image screen 8 are in contact with the guide 5. In 
case the screen 8 is separated from the guide 5, the sep 
aration, for the best results, should be preferably a frac 
tion of one millimeter. 

In some cases it is preferable to prevent the electrons 
which travel through the tunnels 6 or 6a in the guide 5 
from striking the walls of said tunnels. This can be ac 
complished by providing the walls of said tunnels which 
face the lumen with a conducting or semi-conducting coat 
ing 7c as shown in FIGURE 2a. The conducting coating 
may be of aluminum or chromium. The semi-conducing 
coating may be of tin oxide or of titanium oxide. The coat 
ing 7a may be connected to the perforated conducting 
member 43 or to layer 7 which again may be connected 
to an outside source of electrical potential. As all tunnels 
6 are in contact with the layer 7 or with member 43, walls 
of said tunnels will have a potential which will repel elec 
trons travelling through said tunnels. 

In some cases, the Second perforated member 43 or 7 
mounted on the opposite end of the guide 5, may be dis 
continuous from the coating 7a by terminating said coat 
ing 7a before reaching one end-face of the guide 5. In this 
construction, the second member 43 may be connected to 
the external Source of electrical potential to provide ac 
celeration for electrons. 

In the embodiment of invention, shown in FIGURE 1 
and 2, and 2a, the tunnels 6 of the guide 5 run normally 
to the photocathode 2 and are straight from the beginning 
to their end to prevent photoelectrons from striking the 
inside walls of the tunnels. 

It will be understood that my device may use a plu 
rality of electron guides 5. In such case electron accelerat 
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ing means such as grids, rings, cylinders or meshes con 
nected to a suitable source of potential may be interposed 
between the electron guides. 
The semi-conducting coating or resistive 7c in some 

cases is preferable to conducting coating because it allows 
to establish potential gradient along the length of the tun 
nels 6. This potential gradient will cause acceleration of 
electrons into direction of the exit apertures 43a if it is 
connected to a suitable source of electrical potential. 

In many cases it is advantageous to intensify electron 
beam by a secondary electron multiplication e.g. by 
coating the inner walls of the tunnels 6a with a second 
ary electron emissive material 20 such as CsSb, Ni, Be, 
calcium fluoride, alkali halides such as KCl or aluminum 
oxide or others. This coating 20 may be deposited by 
evaporation into tunnels 6, but the deposition is not 
uniform for the best results. In a preferable modification 
of this invention the secondary electron emissive coating 
20 for the inner walls of the tunnels 6 may be provided 
by the methods which were described above. The glass or 
plastic fibers 38 before being fused or glued into a fiber 
plate are coated with a secondary electron emissive ma 
terial 20, such as was described above. On the top of 
said coating 20 an electrically conducting coating 35 is 
applied, such as of chromium, aluminum or nickel. On 
the top of the conducting coating 35, a dielectric coating 
36 such as of glass, plastic or of fluorides is applied, 
which will serve to fuse all fibers into one fiber-plate as 
shown in FIGURE le. It should be understood that the 
coatings 20, 35 and 36 must be of material resistant to 
the action of the chemicals used for etching out the fibers. 
After the fiber-plate is prepared, and the fibers are leached 
out, we obtain the tunnels which have the following 
layers. The layer facing the lumen of said tunnels is the 
secondary electron emissive layer 20, the next layer is 
the electrically conducting layer 35, the next layer is the 
insulating layer 36. The conducting layer 35 may be 
connected to the source of suitable potential for the 
best secondary electron emission. The conducting layer 
35 may be also mounted on the outside surface of the 
insulating layer 36 instead of being on the inside surface. 

In Some cases, instead of conducting layer on the inside 
walls of the tunnels 6 it is better to have a layer of 
semi-conducting material 7c such as of tin oxide, titanium 
oxide, or zinc fluoride. It should be understood that the 
use of semi-conducting coating 7c instead of a conducting 
coating applies to all modifications. 

Instead of using a separate conducting coating 35 
or semi-conducting coating 7c, the glass forming the 
walls of tunnels 6 may be of semi-conducting type such 
as having electrical resistance not less than 10 ohm and 
not higher than 10 ohm and will serve then as the 
conducting path for electrical current for dynodes. 
The electrically resistive layer such as of semi 

conducting Al2O3 with a suitable activator such as Mo or 
of materials described above and having electrical re 
sistance not lower than 10 ohm and not higher than 1011 
ohm, in a modification of my invention, instead of being 
a base for the electron emissive layer 20, may replace 
it and serve to provide electron multiplication. 
The glass forming the walls of the tunnels 6 may be 

treated so that the surface facing the lumen of said 
tunnels acquires good secondary electron emitting proper 
ties. In Such case the construction of the electron guide 
and multiplier 5 and its modifications may be simplified 
by the use of tubes of semi-conducting glass described 
above and treated so that their surface facing the lumen 
is a good secondary electron emitter. This construction 
permits the elimination of a separate electron emissive 
coating such as 7c or 20. In this construction the tunnels 
6 may be at an angle to the photocathode or the photo 
cathode at an angle to the tunnels, or the long axes of 
tunnels 6 may be normal to the photocathode. 
The operation of the modification of my invention 

using Secondary electron emissive layer 20 is shown in 
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FIGURE 4. The photoelectrons entering the apertures 42 
are directed into said apertures at an angle so that they 
will impinge on the walls of said tunnels 6 coated with 
layer 20. In this construction apertures 42 are slanted 
at an angle of 45-55 and tunnels 6b in the guide 5 
are straight or at an angle in relation to the photocathode 
2. In some cases in order to provide the obliquity for 
the entering photoelectrons, instead of the tunnels, the 
photocathode 2 may be mounted at the angle. In such 
a case the tunnels will be normal in relation to the 
end-wall of the tube. The angle at which photoelectrons 
enter will depend on the size of apertures and their 
spacing from the photocathode. The photoelectrons must 
have only a few hundred volt velocity to produce second 
ary electron emission greater than unity from the layer 
20. The low accelerating voltage in front of the photo 
cathode 2 creates the problem of resolution. As Was 
explained above, my device is characterized by the absence 
of electron-optical focusing means. The photoelectrons 
leaving the photocathodes have a range of velocities 
0.5 volt-10 volts according to the wave-length of radia 
tion used. The use of 300 to 1,000 volt accelerating po 
tential requires a much closer spacing of the photo 
cathode 2 to the end-face of the guide 5 than devices 
in which the accelerating potential is a few thousand 
volts. It was also found the the use of the low accelerat 
ing voltage required that the conducting layer 7 be of 
perforated type such as layer 7b or a perforated member 
43 because electrons of a low velocity will not be able 
to penetrate continuous layer 7. 
The inside walls of the tunnels 6 should have a pro 

gressively higher potential along their length in order to 
cause repeated impingement of secondary electrons on 
the layer 20 while they are traveling to the exit apertures. 
It was found that the best way to provide progressively 
higher potential for the walls of the tunnels 6 is to divide 
the electron guide 5 into plural segments and to inter 
pose between said segments apertured electrically con 
ducting members 43 or apertured layer 7b or conducting 
rings which can be connected to various electrical poten 
tials required. The conducting layer 7a or semiconduct 
ing layer 7c which are on each tunnel are connected to 
said apertured electrically conducting members. This con 
struction affords a simple and practical solution of Sup 
plying progressively higher potential to all tunnels 6 in 
spite of the fact that we may use 200,000 tunnels or 
more in one electron guide 5. 

I also found that devices of the prior art failed because 
of impossibility of obtaining an exact registry of the 
apertures of the end-face of one electron guide 5 or one 
segment of the electron guide with the apertures of the 
next electron guide, when many guides are mounted in 
the tube separately and spaced apart. I found that the 
best registry was obtained when the electron guide 5 de 
scribed above was cut into plural segments to produce 
plural guides and the conducting apertured member 43 
was inserted between the segments of said guide in a 
proper spacing from them and then all parts were fixed 
into one rigid unit, either mechanically or chemically 
or by heating. In some cases the conducting apertured 
members are mounted only on end-faces of the segments 
of the electron guide and are not between them in a 
spaced position. 
The registry of apertures of successive guides I found 

to be the main problem for good definition of images. 
The best method to accomplish a good registry is as fol 
lows. An electron guide of one of types described above 
is mounted on a support which has a few compartments 
which can be moved apart in one plane only. The elec 
tron guide 5 is cut to provide two or more Smaller 
electron guides. The movable parts of the Support are 
moved apart to separate these segments of the electron 
guide. This provides the space for the mounting of the 
electronically conducting member 43 Such as was de 
scribed above. At the same time it prevents displacement 
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of the segments of the electron guide in relation to each 
other in any other plane. The electrically conducting 
members 43 are mounted either on the end-face of the 
segments of the electron guide, or are mounted between 
the end-faces of said segments. Next the movable parts 
of the support are moved back. This brings the segments : 
of the electron guide into a close spacing to each other. 
In Some cases an insulating spacer in the form of mica 
ring may be interposed between two end-faces of the 
adjacent segments of the electron guide. This will be 
useful when the apertured conducting members 43 or 
7b are mounted between the end faces of the segments of 
the electron guides. Next the segments of the electron 
guide with the electrically conducting members 43 are 
fixed into one rigid unit. In this way a perfect registry 
of apertures of plurality of electron guides is obtained, 
which could not be accomplished in the prior art. The 
above described units comprising plurality of electron 
guides can be mounted in the vacuum tube without any 
damage to the registry of the apertures. 
The plural segments can be united either by chemical 

means such as by a plastic compatible with vacuum tube 
processing such as silicones, fluorocarbons or polyethyl 
enes. The segments can be also joined in one unit with 
mechanical means, or by the embedding material or by 
heating and fusing them. 

It was found that a part of the photoelectrons does not 
enter into apertures 42 but strikes instead the solid parts 
of the guide 5. As the photoelectrons have velocity at 
which secondary electron emission is higher than unity 
a positive charge will develop around the apertures 42. 
I found that this charge reduces considerably the sensi 
tivity of my device. This charge may be removed by 
mounting on the end-face of the guide 5 a perforated 
electrically conducting member 43 in such a manner 
that its apertures overlie the apertures 42 of the guide. 
Also perforated layer 7b may be used for this purpose. 
The member 43 of layer 7b are connected to a suitable 
source of potential and will be able therefore to re 
move the space charge. It was found that a continuous 
electrically conducting layer 7 could not be used in this 
device because the velocity of electron was not sufficient 
to penetrate through it. The electrons make the exit 
through the apertures at the end of the electron guide 
5. They are accelerated to a high velocity and strike the 
image reproducing screen 8 through the layer 9. It should 
be understood that the multiplied electron beam after its 
exit from the guide 5 may be also used in combination 
with other devices such as targets of television tubes, stor 
age tubes, and other vacuum tubes. 
My construction will therefore produce a device which 

in spite of its small size is capable of a high image resolu 
tion. In addition my device will be very rugged mechan 
ically. In addition my device will reduce the field emis 
sion in the vacuum tubes arising from the spreading 
of caesium vapors. 

In another modification of my invention using sec 
ondary electron emission for intensification of the in 
ages the secondary electron emissive layer 20a is used 
on the end-face of the guide 5 as it is shown in FIG 
URE 5. It is preferable to deposit first layer 26a whether 
it be in the form of a continuous layer or in the form of 
a discontinuous layer and then to mount on it electrically 
conducting member 7 or 43 which are transmitting to 
electrons as shown in FIGURE 5. In some cases the Se 
quence of the layers 20a and of the member 43 may 
be reversed and the members 43 is the first one to be 
mounted on the end-face of the guide. The secondary 
electron emissive layer 20a in this embodiment of inven 
tion may be deposited as a continuous layer or as a dis 
continuous layer which covers essentially only the aper 
tures 42 and the edges around them. It should be under 
stood that in cases in which the fragility of this device 
is not critical the layer 20a and the member 43 Sup 
porting it may be mounted spaced apart from the end 
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face of the guide 5E. They must be however very close 
ly spaced in relation to said end-face SO that the Sec 
ondary electrons will enter the apertures 42 without caus 
ing loss of resolution. The spacing smaller than 0.1 cm. 
will be necessary for a good resolution. 
The secondary electron emissive members 20a are as 

thin as 50-250 angstroms So that they will emit Sec 
ondary electrons in forward direction when impinged by 
primary electrons of sufficient velocity which may be 
a few kv. The secondary electron emissive member.20a 
may be of a conducting material such as Copper, beryllium 
or nickel and they may be connected directly to the 
source of potential. The same is true about members 
20a of semi-conducting materials such as caesium-anti 
mony. If however, the secondary electron emissive mate 
rial is of dielectric type such as fluorides of calcium or 
magnesium aluminum oxide, or alkali halides, such as 
KC, a conducting layer continuous or apertured should 
be provided as the base for said electron emissive mem 
ber 20a. It was found that the use of dielectric type of 
secondary electron emissive member gives superior re 
sults to the devices which use a conducting type of Sec 
ondary electron emitter. 

It was found that in the device described above Serious 
difficulties arise because of the development of Space 
charges. The velocity of photoelectrons for the best op 
eration of the layer 20a should be a few kV. The photo 
electrons of this energy striking the Solid parts of the 
electron guide 5 will cause secondary electron emission 
smaller than unity. As a result a negative charge will 
develop and the solid parts of the guide 5 around the 
apertures 42 and will cause various complications 
the operation of the device. It was found that this nega 
tive charge may be removed by using a continuous type 
of electrically conducting layer 7 which is connected 
to a suitable source of potential, in preference to the 
use of the perforated layer 7b or of the member 43. 
The guide 5E in this embodiment of invention has 

tunnels 6 normal to the photocathode 2, the tunnels 6 
have no coating 20 of secondary electron emissive mate: 
rial or of a photoelectron material, as it was described 
above and shown in FIGURE 1. 

It should be understood that the guide SE may com 
prise a plurality of short guides, combined in one unit 
by mechanical means, chemical means, or by heating. 
Each of short guides is provided with the conducting 
layers 7, 7b or 43, and has the secondary electron emis 
sive layer 20a on one or both end faces. 

It should be understood that the guide 5 may be sliced 
into many separate segments, and the Secondary electron 
emissive screens described above may be interposed be 
tween the segments of the guide. Next all these parts may 
be combined in one unit, either mechanically or chemi 
cally or by heating. In this way cascade intensification 
of the electron beam by electron multiplication is ob 
tained without any loss of resolution in spite of the 
absence of electron-optical focusing devices. 

It should be understood that the segments of the elec 
tron guide 5 provided on end-faces with the layer 20a 
should be spaced apart to provide sufficient separation 
for the use of a high accelerating voltage applied in this 
device. This spacing should preferably not exceed 0.5 
cm. to preserve a good definition. 
The rest of the operation of the vacuum tube 1B 

is the same as of the vacuum tube 1. The great ad 
vantage of this novel construction resides in ruggedness 
of this device. 

It should be understood that the novel electron guide 
5E may be used also in various vacuum tubes Such as 
television camera tubes, storage tubes, kinescopes etc. 

In the devices of the prior art the mesh screens coated 
with secondary electron emissive layer were necessarily 
very fragile, because of their thinness. In my device 
the layer 20a and member 43 or 7 are being deposited 
on the end-face of the guide have mechanical strength 
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which allows the use in all operating conditions. Another 
novelty of my device resides in the elimination of elec 
tron-optical focusing devices and without loss of resolu 
tion. 

In some cases the end-walls of vacuum tube 1 or 1A 
or 1B should be made of fiber-optic plates 12 and 12a as 
shown in FIGURE 3. It should be understood that this 
construction applies to all vacuum tubes described in this 
disclosure. The fiber-optic plates comprise a plurality 
of light conducting fibers. Each of said fibers consists of 
a core of material having a high index of refraction such 
as suitable glass e.g. flint glass, or quartz or arsenic tri 
sulfide or plastics such as acrylic plastics such as Lucite 
or polystyrenes. 
The light conducting fibers should be polished on 

their external surface very exactly. Each of them must 
also be coated with a very thin light opaque layer to 
prevent spreading of light from one fiber to another. 
I found that without said light-impervious coating, the 
image will be destroyed by leakage of light from one 
fiber to another. The light opaque layer should have a 
lower index of refraction than the light conducting fiber 
itself. Such a coating may have a thickness of only a 
few microns. The light opaque coating may be of ma 
terials such as a suitable glass or plastic. In some cases 
it is preferable to use glass or ceramics which will toler 
ate a high temperature such as of at least 600 C. 

Especially glass or plastic of a lower index of refrac 
tion than the fibers and containing aluminum or chro 
mium diffused into them are suitable materials for the 
coating. 

In another modification the light opaque layer such as 
of chromium or aluminum is deposited on the outside 
of the coating which in such a case may be of a trans 
parent glass or plastic. 

All said fibers are glued together with silicones or 
are fused together by heating them to form a vacuum 
tight unit. In the use of such fiber-optic plates, care must 
be exercised to prevent the chemical interaction be 
tween the photocathode 2 and the fiber-optic end-wall 
2 or 12a. 
I discovered that the contact of the end-face 12 or 

12a with the photocathode 2 of alkali-antimony type 
caused an unexpected deterioration of said photocath 
Ode. I believe that this effect is due to the presence of 
boric oxide or lead oxide which are common ingredients 
in glasses which have a high refraction index. It was 
found that the best way to prevent this poisoning of the 
photoemissive photocathode was to provide a thin light 
transparent member 3 between the end-wall of the tube 
and the photoemissive layer as shown in FIGURE 3. 
The light transparent separating layer 13 may be of 
Al2O3, fluorides, MgO or silicon oxide and it may be of 
the thickness of a few millimicrons. It is important that 
layer 3 of Al2O3 or other layer used should be of con 
tinuous, non-porous type to prevent exchange of ions 
through said layer. Also same results may be obtained 
by using a conducting light transparent layer such as of 
iridium, palladium, or tungsten of similar thickness. In 
Some cases for the best results we may use a combina 
tion of a dielectric layer 13 such as of Al-O layer with 
a light transparent conducting layer. 

I also found that the end-face 12 or 12a must be 
very smooth to prevent non-uniformity of the photo 
emissive layer or of photoconductive layer which are 
deposited thereon. Otherwise false potential gradients 
will be produced which will effect the definition of the 
image. 

Another important feature of the construction of my 
device is the provision for protecting the vacuum of the 
tubes A or C. 

It was also found that the caesium of the photocath 
ode 2 causes discoloration of the fiber-optic plates 12 
or 2a, especially if they contain lead. The protecting 
layer i3 will prevent this complication. 
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The fibers of the fiber-plates 12 or 12a when Subject 
to the ionizing radiations, were found to discolor which 
caused losses of transmitted light. The addition of cerium 
to the glass used for making fibers prevented this com 
plication. 
As the fibers have a high index of refraction and alkali 

antimony photocathode has a still higher index of re 
fraction it is advisable to interpose between the end 
face 12 or 12a and the photocathode 2 a light trans 
parent layer of the thickness of the order of odd number 
of quarters of wavelength of the light conducted by Such 
fibers and having an index of refraction n=vnin. In this 
equation n is the index of refraction of fibers and n.2 
is the index of refraction of alkali-antimony photo 
cathode. This layer 13a may also serve as a protecting 
layer 3 if it is non-porous. 
Another embodiment of the device for intensification 

of images, is shown in FIGURE 6. Two or more vacuum 
tubes 1, 1A or 1B and 1C provided with fiber-optic end 
walls are brought into apposition to each other and are 
cemented together. The luminescent image from the 
screen 8 is transferred by the fiber-optic end-wall 12A 
and 12 to the photocathode 2 of the next tube without 
a marked loss of resolution. 
A modification of this construction is shown in FIG 

URE 6a. Two vacuum tubes 1A are connected by means 
of a bundle of fibers 18 attached to the end-walls 12A 
and 12. The bundle of coated fibers which were de 
scribed above serves to conduct images by internal re 
flection of light. The bundle 18 may be flexible or may 
be rigid. The bundle 18 may be attached to the end-walls 
12 and 12A by any mechanical means or may be sepa 
rated from the end-walls of the tube. In the latter case, 
an optical system must be interposed between the end 
faces of the bundle and the end-walls of the tube. 
Another embodiment of my invention is shown in 

FIGURE 7. The tube 21 is provided with composite 
screens or intensifying "sandwiches' 22, which comprise 
the following layers; a light reflecting electron transpar 
ent layer 23, such as of aluminum or titanium, a lumines 
cent layer 24 such as of zinc cadmium sulphide or zinc 
silver sulphide, a light transparent separating layer 25 
which may be of mica, glass, a suitable plastic such as 
silicone, or polyester, alone or in combination with a 
layer of aluminum oxide, silicon monoxide or other sili 
con compounds and of the photoemissive layer 26 
which may be of any materials described above for the 
photoemissive layer 2. These composite screens are de 
scribed in detail in my U.S. Patents 2,555,423, 2,593,925 
and 2,690,516. The intensifying screens are deposited on 
the end-faces of the guide 5. They may be also mounted 
in apposition to the end-face of the guide 5 and will then 
form a separate unit. In such a case, they will be Sup 
ported by the light transparent separating layer, which in 
this modification will be of glass or mica or of a mesh 
screen covered with a plastic and Al2O3 or SiO. It should 
be understood that the intensifying screen 22 may be also 
mounted in separation from the end-faces of the guide 
5. In such a case, the distance of separation will be gov 
erned by the same rules as described above. 

In case the screen 22 is deposited on the end-face of 
the guide, the separating light transparent layer 25 may 
be preferably of silicone or polyester in combination 
with a thin layer of aluminum oxide, magnesium oxide 
or silicon monoxide or other silicon compounds. 
The contact of the photoemissive layer 26 with the 

end-face of the guide 5 may cause chemical poisoning of 
the layer 26 and discoloration of the glass. In such case 
the perforated layer of materials described above for the 
protecting layer 13 must be interposed between the layer 
26 and the end-face of the guide 5. The perforated pro 
tecting layer 13b must be mounted in such a manner that 
its apertures will coincide with the apertures 42. 
The photoelectrons from the photocathode 2 imping 

ing on the composite screen 22 will give 10–20 more of 
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4. 
new photoelectrons according to the accelerating voltage 
used. 

It should be understood that a few guides 5 provided 
with the intensifying screens 22 may be mounted in the 
same tube for a cascade intensification of images. It 
should be understood that the rest of the operation of 
the vacuum tube 21 is the same as was described above. 
A modification of the invention is shown in FIGURE 

8. In this construction, the composite screen 22 is dis 
posed between two guides 5. The composite screen 22 
may be separated from the end-face of the guide 5 in 
which case, the light transparent separation layer 25 of 
glass or mica or of a mesh screen covered by a plastic 
and Al2O3 or SiO will serve as a support. The composite 
screen 22 may be brought in contact with the end-faces 
of one or both guides 5. The composite screen 22 may be 
deposited on the end-face of guides 5 as one unit. It is 
an important feature of my invention that some layers 
of the composite screen 22, may be deposited on the end 
face of one guide 5 and other layers of the screen 22, 
may be deposited on the end-face of the next guide, and 
then both guides may be brought into apposition together. 
A good combination is to deposit the layers 23, 24 and 
25 on one guide 5 and the layer 26 on the end-face of 
the other guide 5. Many variations of such splitting of 
the composite screen 22, are feasible and it should be 
understood that all of them come into the scope of my 
invention. 

It should be also understood that secondary electron 
emissive layers 20a can be used in combination with the 
composite screens 22 as shown in FIGURE 8. 

It should be also understood that composite screens 
22 may be used on both sides of each guide 5, either in 
apposition or in deposition or in separation from said 
guide as it was described above. 

If the screen 22 is brought into apposition with the 
guide 5 or if the photoemissive layer 26 is in contact 
with the end-face of the guide 5 it is important to pre 
vent chemical interaction between the photoemissive ma 
terial and the materials present in the end-face of the 
guide 5. This can be accomplished by the depositing on 
the solid parts 44 of the end-face of the guide a very 
thin protecting layer of a plastic, such as silicone or a 
polyester, or of a glass such as lime glass or borosilicate 
glass or aluminum oxide or silicon oxide, or a fluoride 
or a combination of a few of these materials in the form 
of superimposed layers of aforesaid materials. These pro 
tecting layers 13b should be preferably apertured and de 
posited so as not to obstruct the apertures 42 of the 
guide. The conducting perforated member 7a or 43 may 
be deposited on either side of the protecting layers and 
will be connected to an external source of electrical po 
tential. 

It should be understood that the guide 5 may be sliced 
into many separate segments, and the screens 22 may be 
interposed between the segments of the guide. Next all 
these parts may be combined in one unit, either mechani 
cally or chemically or by heating. This construction will 
provide cascade intensification of the images. The pro 
tection of the photoemissive layer 26 from interaction 
with the materials of the end-face of the guide 5 will be 
the same as was described above. 

It should be understood the composite screens 22 may 
be used in combination with all types of the electron 
guide described in this specification and may serve in all 
types of vacuum tubes. 

In case the intensifying screen 22 is not supported by 
the guide 5, the construction described above, may be 
preferably modified in the way shown in FIGURE 9 
and FIGURE 10. The supporting layer 25 in this con 
struction is replaced by a short bundle of light conduct 
ing fibers 27 which were described above. Each fiber 
comprises a core of transparent glass or plastic 27a of 
a material, having a high index of refraction and a coat 
ing 27b of a material having a lower index of refraction 
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than said core 27a such as of a glass or plastic or of a 
metal such as aluminum. The coating 27b is light opaque 
to prevent the escape of light and loss of contrast as WaS 
explained above. Sometimes an additional layer 27c of a 
light opaque metal such as of aluminum Is deposited Ol 
the layer 27b or a metal such as Alor Cris diffused into 
the coating 27b. All fibers are fused together at their end 
only or along their entire length by heating them or by 
glueing them into one unit. The other layers of the com 
posite screen such as layers 23, 24 and 26 are mounted 
on the respective end-faces of the fiber bundle 27. This 
construction offers a much greater ruggedness than the 
previously described Screens 22 and without loss of reso 
lution. 
The photoemissive layer 26 has to be protected from 

the interaction with the materials in the bundle of fibers 
27 in the same way as was explained above, by layer 13. 

Another way to make the composite Screen 22 rugged 
without sacrificing resolution or contrast of images is 
shown in FIGURE 10a. In this construction, the Sup 
porting layer 25 of the Screen 22, is replaced by a wide 
mesh screen 28 which is coated on each side or on One 
side only with a layer of silicone 28a or of polyester 
or of other light transparent heat resistant, low-vapor 
plastic. On one side, of the layer 28a, there is deposited 
in addition, a light transparent, verythin layer of alumi 
num oxide, magnesium oxide or silicon oxide of other 
silicon compounds. It should be understood that the con 
struction of the composite screen 22 described in FIG 
URE 10 or 10a applies to all embodiments of my in 
vention in which such a screen is used. 
Another great advantage of my invention resides in 

the possibility of preparing the luminescent Screen 8 and 
the photoemissive layer 2 in a close spacing to each other, 
without the danger of contamination of the luminescent 
material of the screen 8 by caesium or other vapors which 
has not been possible in the prior art. In my device, the 
photoemissive layer 2 and Screen 8 are separated by the 
guide 5 which prevents the spreading of Cs to the screen 
8. If a perforated type of layer 7 is used, the apertures 
of channels 6 may be closed by a layer of nitrocellulose 
or of other material which will be removed by the baking 
processing of the vacuum tube. 
When a plurality of guides 5 with intensifying screens 

22 or 7a-20a are used, it may be advantageous to process 
the guide 5 with the screens attached to it outside of 
the vacuum tube in a demountable extension of said 
tube. After completion, the guide 5 with Screens 22 is 
introduced into the final vacuum tube and is mounted 
thereby mechanical means. 
The sensitivity of my imaging devices described above 

may be further increased by using a novel optical ob 
jective for focusing the image on the photocathode 2 
which is a combination of a lens 31 with a tapered light 
conducting fiber bundle 32, instead of using the lens 
alone, as shown in FIGURE 11. The fiber bundle 32 
may be attached to the fiber-optic end-wall 12 of the 
vacuum tubes carrying the photocathode 2, which Were 
described above, by any mechanical means. The fiber 
bundle 32 comprises a plurality of tapered fibers 27d for 
the demagnifying of the image produced by the lens. 

Each fiber comprises a core of transparent glass or 
plastic 27a of a material, having a high index of refrac 
tion and a coating 27b and of a lower index of refrac 
tion than said core 27a of materials such as of a glass 
or plastic or of a metal such as aluminum. In some cases 
it is preferable to use glass or ceramics which will tolerate 
a high temperature such as at least 600 C. In some cases 
the coating 27b is preferably light opaque to prevent the 
escape of light and loss of contrast, or an additional 
layer 27c of a light opaque metal such as of aluminum 
is deposited on the layer 27b or a metal such as Al or 
Cr is diffused into the coating 27b to render it light 
opaque as was described above. All fibers are fixed to 
gether at their ends only or along their entire length by 
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heating them or by gluing them chemically into one unit. 
If the fiber bundle should be flexible, then only the 
ends of the bundle should be fixed together. If a rigid 
bundle is wanted, then the fibers are fixed together along 
their entire length, 

In modification of this invention, the fiber bundle 32 
may enter the vacuum tube 1F and form a part of its 
end-wall which in this case, does not have to be made 
of fiber-optic plate, but may be of the usual glass or 
metal, construction. The fiber bundle 32 will therefore 
form a part of the end-wall of the tube or it may re 
place the whole end-wall. The photocathode 2 is then 
deposited on the end-face of the bundle 32. As it was 
described above, precautions must be taken to prevent 
chemical interaction between the fibers of the bundle and 
the photoemissive layer 2. A very thin light transparent 
separating layer 13 should therefore be interposed be 
tween the end-face of the bundle 32 and the photoemis 
sive layer 2. The layer 13 may be of aluminum oxide, 
magnesium oxide or other silicon compounds. 
Another modification of my invention which is shown 

in FIGURE 13 will be of a great importance for televi 
sion pick-up tubes which have an image section such as 
image orthicon or image widicon. My device will permit 
elimination of electrostatic or electromagnetic focusing 
devices in the image section used in the present television 
tubes. In this construction, the photoelectrons from the 
photocathode 2 of the image orthicon, or other television 
pick-up tube, are guided to the target 30 by the guide 5. 
The electrons transmitted through the guide reach the 
target 30 which is closely spaced to said guide without 
loss of resolution. 

It was also found that the perforated mesh screen 
used to collect secondary electrons degrades resolution 
in television camera tubes. In my invention it may be 
replaced by a continuous conducting layer 7 which is 
mounted on or adjacent to the end-face of the guide 5 
close to the target 30 instead of a mesh screen. The 
electrons from the photocathode 2 focused by the guide 
5 have velocity high enough to pass through the layer 7 
which is made very thin to be transparent to electrons, 
and to imginge on target 30. The secondary electrons 
from the target 30 are collected by the layer 7. 
My invention can be also used for images of invisible 

radiations such as X-rays, infra-red, or images of atomic 
particles such as neutrons or electrons or for images 
formed by supersonic waves. In such case, the photo 
cathode 2 must be modified, to make it responsive to 
the radiation used for image forming purposes. The 
photocathode for X-rays or atomic images were described 
in my Patents 2,555,423 and 2,690,516. The photocath 
odes described in the above patents, may be modified 
by using a fiber-optic bundle 27 instead of a light trans 
parent separating layer, as it is shown in FIGURE 9, 
or by a screen shown in FIGURE 10a. 
The photocathode for supersonic images will comprise 

a piezoelectric plate 35 covered by a continuous or 
mosaic layer 34 of a photoemissive material such as was 
described above for the layer 2, as shown in FIGURE 
13c. The layer 34 is irradiated uniformly by a source of 
light 65 causing emission of a beam of photoelectrons. 
The SuperSonic image is converted by piezoelectric layer 
35 into a pattern of potentials corresponding to said im 
age. This voltaic or charge pattern modulates the emis 
sion of photoelectrons from the layer 34 or of secondary 
electrons from the layer 36. The photoelectron beam has 
therefore the pattern of the original supersonic image. 
The photoelectron beam enters the guide 5 and remains 
focused by said guide. It may be also intensified if the 
guide has secondary electron emissive layer 20a or 20 
or Screen 22, as was described above. The intensified 
electron beam may be converted into a visible image as 
was explained above illustrated in FIGURE 1 or it may 
be converted into video signals as it was illustrated in 
FIGURE 13. 
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In another modification 68 shown in FIG. 13a the 
piezoelectric plate 35 is covered by a layer of a secondary 
electron emissive material 36 of one of materials described 
above for the layer 20 or 20a. The electron guide 5 
in this modification has a hollow tunnel 37 through which 
the electron beam from the electron gun 40 may pass 
and impinge on layer 36 in a scanning pattern to pro 
duce a secondary electron emission from it. The deflect 
ing means 53 will serve to produce a scanning motion 
of the electron beam. The high velocity electron beam 
from the electron gun 40 causes secondary electron emis 
sion from the layer 36. This electron emission is modu 
lated by the voltaic pattern in the plate 35. The sec 
ondary electrons enter the guide 5 and are intensified 
there by secondary electron emission, as it was described 
above and shown in FIG. 1e or FIG. 4. The multiplied 
electrons may be converted into video signals, as it is 
known in the television art. 

It was found that the device 67 shown in FIG. 13c 
failed when a standard source of light was used. It was 
found that devices 67 or 69 could operate well only 
if the source 65 emitted only red or infrared light. 
In addition the source of light 65 should be preferably 
monochromatic or should emit in a narow range of wave 
lengths. The use of standard source of light causes emis 
sion of photoelectrons ranging from 0.1 volt to 5 volts 
velocity. It was found that such range of photoelectrons 
could not be modulated with piezoelectric voltages on the 
plate 35. 
The piezoelectric layer 35 may be of a continuous type 

or of a discontinuous mosaic type in all devices described. 
The supersonic image devices shown in FIGS. 13a, 13b, 

and 13c may be further improved by combining the 
piezoelectric layer 35 with a member 70 which inten 
sifies supersonic waves. The member 70 may be in the 
form of a thin layer of a semi-conducting material such 
as CdS or ZnO. Especially CdS of a thickness of a few 
microns exhibits strong amplification of superSonic 
waves. Addition of activators such as Cu either by dif 
fusion of Cu into CdS or by evaporation of Cu with 
CdS increases this amplification effect further. The am 
plifying layer 70 should be plated with conducting layers 
72 and 73 such as of indium or tin oxide which are 
connected to a source of electrical potential to provide 
a uniform field through said layer 70. The conducting 
layer 72 preferably should be light transparent. It was 
found that irradiation of layer 70 with light through the 
conducting layer 72 improves supersonic amplification. 
The supersonic amplifying layer 70 is responsive to longi 
tudinal and to transverse SuperSonic waves and responds 
to a very wide range of frequencies of supersonic waves. 
The intensified supersonic waves emitted by layer 70 im 
pinge on the piezoelectric layer 35 through the conduct 
ing layer 73 and produce potential or charge pattern 
corresponding to the original SuperSonic image. 

In a modification of my invention the supersonic am 
plifying layer 70 is made preferably in the form of a 
mosaic 71 formed by a plurality of islands of CdS, ZnO 
or other suitable material and is mounted on the piezo 
electric plate 35 as shown in FIG. 13.a. Such a mosaic 
may be produced by evaporating the amplifying material 
through a mask or a mesh screen on a piezoelectric plate 
35 which is first coated with a conducting layer 73. After 
evaporation of the mosaic 71, electrically conducting layer 
72 is evaporated to provide the second electrode. 
The piezoelectric layer 35 may be a self-supporting 

layer, and may serve as a support for the other layers 
and may also form the endwall of the vacuum tube. 

It was found that difficult bonding problems arise in 
bonding the piezoelectric layer 35 to the glass of the 
envelope of the vacuum tube to make it the endwall of 
the tube. The use of indium seal or of epoxy seal is 
not efficient when piezoelectric plates of a large diameter 
have to be cemented, as it is required in some applica 
tions. It was found that the best solution is to use 
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a vacuum tube envelope of a ceramic. The piezoelectric 
plates of a large diameter may be well joined to said 
ceramic envelope by brazing. In some cases the tube en 
velope of a metal is preferable and it was found that 
piezoelectric plate 35 of quartz could be well bonded 
with the metallic envelope. Another solution of this 
problem is to mount the piezoelectric layer 35 on the 
inside surface of the endwall of the vacuum tube. 

In some cases the conducting layer 72 or 73 may be 
eliminated. This modification applies to all embodiments 
of my invention. 
The piezoelectric layer 35 may be of a continuous type 

or of a mosaic type. It may be made of titanates, quartz, 
niobates or other piezoelectric materials. The layer 35 may 
have a high resistivity such as 105 ohm-cm., or it 
may be of a semiconducting material, having resistance 
of 10 ohm-cm. to 10 ohm-cm. The titanates or niobates 
can be prepared in a semi-conductive form by doping them 
with suitable agents. The mosaic type of layer 35 may be 
constructed by assembling a plurality of small crystals 
or by evaporating a polycrystalline layer or by mechani 
cally grooving a large crystal into many small units. 

Supersonic waves can be conducted by the fiber bundle 
27 described above. By using as a source of image form 
ing radiation piezoelectric or magnetostrictive generators 
of supersonic waves and conducting said waves to the 
examined part, we may produce superSonic images. Piezo 
electric generators may be in the form of oscillating 
crystals of quartz, titanium compounds, such as titanates, 
Rochelle salts and other similar materials. The supersonic 
waves may be directed to the examined part by Supersonic 
lenses or preferably by means of the fiber bundle 27. 
The supersonic waves reflected or transmitted by the 
examined part may be directed to the supersonic image 
sensitive member by the same fiber bundle or preferably 
by an additional fiber bundle. The supersonic sensitive 
member may have the form of piezoelectric elements, 
such as were described above for the supersonic gen 
erator, but smaller in size. In another embodiment of in 
vention, the supersonic image sensitive member is a 
vacuum tube provided with a piezoelectric continuous or 
mosaic electrode 35; said piezoelectric screen or electrode 
receives the supersonic image of the examined part and 
converts said image into an electrical pattern of potentials 
or charges which correspond to said superSonic image. 
Such a vacuum tube is provided with a source of electron 
beam, such as electron gun for irradiation of said piezo 
electric screen or electrode. The electron beam scans said 
piezoelectric screen or target, is modulated by the electrical 
pattern present on said screen or electrode and the re 
turning modulated electron beam is converted into elec 
trical signals in the manner well known in the television 
art. 

In some cases the photoemissive layer 34 or secondary 
electron emissive layer 36 may be mounted in a closed 
spacing to the piezoelectric layer 35 as a separate unit. 
In such case the layer 34 or 36 must have a perforated 
support such as member 43 described above. The sup 
port for the layer 36 should be preferably of conducting 
material but in some cases dielectric material may be 
also used. The unit 43-36 or the unit 43-34 may be in 
contact with the layer 35 or may be mounted at a very 
small distance from the layer 35 such as one or a few 
microns at most. The electrons emitted by the layer 34 
or 36 will enter the novel guide 5 for their focusing and 
in some cases for their further intensification as was 
described above. 

In another modification 69 of this invention the photo 
emissive layer 34 or secondary electron emissive layer 
36 are mounted on the end-face of the electron guide 5. 
The electron guide 5 is mounted in a distance of one or 
a few microns from the target 35, as shown in FIG 
URE 13b. 
My device will be useful for construction of a novel 

electron gun which will offer an improvement of resolu 
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tion of the electron beam. It is well known in the art 
that it is difficult to produce an electron beam of a small 
diameter without use of strong electrical or electromag 
netic fields. My electron guide 5 and its modifications will 
permit the producing of the electron beam as small as of 
ten microns diameter or less without focusing fields. This 
construction is shown in FIGURE 14. The electron bean) 
emerging from the source of electrons 40 enters into a 
closely spaced guide 5 having the apertures 42 of the 
size of five to ten microns, or of any other size desired 
and which is mounted in the vacuum tube 1D. 
The guide 5 has essentially the same construction as 

was described above and all modifications of the guide 5 
apply for the use in the novel electron gun 62 construc 
tion. In case a scanning electron beam is wanted the de 
flecting members 53 will direct the electron beam sequen 
tially into various apertures 42 of the guide 5 to produce 
a scanning pattern. The deflecting means may also be 
mounted after the guide 5 instead of in front of it and 
will deflect the electrons after they were transmitted 
through the guide 5. The electrons traveling through the 
tunnels 6 of the guide remain focused therein. As the 
electron beam emerges from the apertures on the exit 
side of the guide 5 or 5A it has the same spot size it had 
at its entrance into the guide. It should be understood 
that the guide 5A may have tapered tunnels as it was 
described above, which may be of convergent form, in 
which case the electron beam will be demagnified upon 
its exit. In other cases, the tunnels may be of divergent 
form in which case the electron beam will be magnified 
upon its exit. It should be understood that apertures 42 
may have a bevelled shape or other shapes. 
The problem of prevention of space charge develop 

ment will be solved in the same way as was described 
above. 

In order to obtain the best definition of the election 
beam the electrons which travel through the tunnels 6 
of the guide 5A must be prevented from striking the 
walls of said tunnels. This can be accomplished by pro 
viding the walls of said tunnels which face the lumen with 
a conducting or semi-conducting coating 7a. The con 
ducting coating may be of aluminum or chromium. The 
semi-conducting coating may be of tin oxide or of 
titanium oxide. The coating 7a may be connected to the 
perforated conducting member 43 or 7b which again may 
be connected to an outside source of an electrical poten 
tial. As all tunnels 6 are in contact with the member 43, 
walls of said tunnels will have an electrical potential 
which will repel electrons. In this modification the tunnels 
6 should be normal to the electron beam and the aper 
tures 42 symmetrical in shape. 

In some cases, the second perforated member 43 is 
mounted on the opposite end of the guide 5 or 5A. In 
this construction the member 43a may be connected to 
the external source of potential to provide acceleration 
for electrons. 

In addition my electron gun can bring about intensifi 
cation of the electron beam produced by the electron 
gun 40 without increasing the noise of the electron beam, 
which is of the utmost importance for many devices. The 
intensification of the electron beam from source 40 such 
as standard electron or matrix gun may be accomplished 
by all constructions described above, for example by 
depositing a very thin secondary electron emissive layer 
20a on the end-face of the guide 5A as was described 
above and illustrated in FIGURE 5. The electron emis 
sive layer 20a is deposited on the endface of the guide. 
On layer 20a is mounted electrically conducting layer 7 
or 7a or 43 thin as to be transparent to electrons, and 
connected to a suitable source of potential. The layer 20a 
may be continuous, but preferably it should be discon 
tinuous. In the discontinuous construction it may overlie 
the apertures 42 of tunnels 6 but be absent from the solid 
parts of the guide 5 except around the edges of aper 
tures. In some cases the electrically conducting layer 7b 
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which provides potential for the secondary electron enis 
sive layer 20a is deposited not only over the apertures 
of the guide 5, but as a continuous layer 7 extending 
over the solid parts of the end face of the guide and over 
the apertures of the guide as well. This construction will 
be important for prevention of the accumulation of the 
space charge which may be very detrimental for the 
operation of the novel electron gun 62. 

If the secondary electron emisive layer 20a is used on 
the end-face of the guide 5, it is preferable to deposit 
first said layer 20a whether it be in the form of a con 
tinuous layer or in the form of a discontinuous layer on 
the end-face of the guide and then to mount the member 
43 or 7, as shown in FIGURE 5 or FIGURE 14. In some 
cases the sequence of the layer 20a and the member 43 
may be reversed and the member 43 is the first one to be 
mounted on the end-face of the guide. It should be under 
stood that in cases in which the fragility of this device 
is not very critical the layer 20a and the member 43 
may be mounted as one unit spaced apart from the end 
face of the guide 5 or 5A. They must be however very 
closely spaced in relation to said end-face so that the 
secondary electrons will enter the apertures 42 without 
causing loss of resolution. 

Further intensification of the electron beam may be 
accomplished by using a few guides 5, 5A or SD each of 
them being provided with a secondary electron emissive 
screen comprising layers 43 and 20a. All such guides 
are combined in one unit by mechanical means, chemical 
means, or by heating. In this way a cascade intensifica 
tion will be obtained. It should be understood that all 
modifications of the guide 5 may be used for such a 
cascade or tandem construction. 
An additional intensification of the electron beam from 

the electron gun may be accomplished by depositing the 
secondary electron emissive layer 20 on the inside walls of 
the tunnels 6a, as it was explained above. The electron 
beam from the electron gun in such case is directed into 
apertures of the guide normally or at an angle, the size 
of which will depend on the spacing between the electron 
gun 40 and the size of apertures 42. The oblique entrance 
of the electron beam into tunnels 6a causes impingement 
of the electrons on walls of the tunnels 6 and produces 
thereby secondary electron emission from the layer 20. 
The materials for the layer 20 were described above. The 
layer 20 is deposited on the electrically conducting layer 
or semi-conducting layer or resistive layer 7c as it was 
explained above, and which is connected to the source of 
electrical potential. The secondary electrons emitted from 
the layer 20 strike the next part of the wall of the tunnels 
6a. In this way, the intensification process is repeated until 
the electrons emerge from the tunnels 6a. As the electrons 
emerge from the guide, the electron beam size remains 
limited to the size of the diameter of the aperture, but it 
is greatly intensified, without introduction of any addi 
tional noise. 

It should be understood that my device will be useful 
for all sources of electron beams whether the electron 
beam is produced by a hot filament or by a cold emission 
or by a field emission. It should be understood therefore, 
that the definition "electron gun' used in this specification 
and in the claims embraces all such sources of the elec 
tron beam. 

It should be also understood that all modifications of 
the electron guide 5 such as 5A, 5B, 5C or 5D described 
above may be used for the construction of the novel 
"electron gun.' 

It should be understood that this novel electron gun 
may be used for television camera tubes, for kinescopes, 
for black and white images or for color images, and for 
storage tubes. It should also be understood that my de 
vice will be useful for devices using a broad electron 
beam such as applied for “reading” in storage tubes or 
for electron mirror tubes. 
My invention will be of great importance for construc 
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tion of novel storage tubes such as having electron gun 
or a photocathode or both. The present storage tube has 
a very low resolution such as % pair lines per millimeter. 
I found that this low resolution is due to inability of the 
storage target in these tubes to focus the broad "reading” 
electron beam into a plurality of electron microbeams 
small enough to depict image points of a minute size 
such as it is necessary e.g. for resolution of 10 pair lines 
per millimeter. 

This problem was solved in my device in which the 
broad electron beam is split into plurality of Small elec 
tron beams by the novel electron guide. The split elec 
tron beam can be as small as 10 microns in diameter and 
will give the final image of a high resolution which was 
not possible before. 

In conclusion my invention allows the separation of 
the two functions which were before provided by the 
storage target of the prior art, such as modulation of the 
broad electron beam with a stored charge pattern and 
focusing of said beam. 

In this embodiment of invention, shown in FIGURE 
15, the electron guide 5B in the vacuum tube 1E has the 
electrically conducting member 43 or 7b of aluminum or 
nickel such as was described above, deposited on the end 
face of the guide 5B. Next the secondary electron emis 
sive layer 52 of dielectric material such as alkali halides 
or MgO or AlO is deposited on said conducting mem 
ber 43. 
The sequence of the layer 52 and of the member 43 may 

be reversed in some cases and the layer 52 is deposited on 
the end-face of the guide 5B first. 
The member 43 and layer 52 are deposited on the Solid 

parts 44 of the end-face of the guide 5B in such a manner 
as not to obstruct the apertures 42. 

In operation of this storage device, the photoelectrons 
from the photocathode 2 or from another source of elec 
tron beam which is image modulated such as an electron 
gun 40 are directed to the end-face of the guide 5B 
and impinge on the secondary electron emissive layer 52 
producing a positive or negative charge image on the end 
face of said guide according to the potentials used. The 
charge image cannot leak away because it is formed on 
a dielectric layer 52 as shown in FIGURE 15. As a re 
sult a stored charge image remains on the end-face of 
the guide 5B and has the pattern of the original electron 
image. Next a broad non-modulated electron beam is 
produced either by irradiation of the photocathode 2 with 
a uniform source of red or infrared light, or by using an 
electron gun 40 for this purpose. The broad electron 
beam as it enters the apertures 42 of the guide 5B will be 
modulated by the stored charge image, and will have, 
therefore, imprinted on it the pattern of the original im 
age. The broad electron beam is decelerated before the 
end-face of the guide by a mesh screen or by conducting 
rings connected to a suitable source of electrical potential. 
The broad electron beams after being split into plurality 
of microbeams by the electron guide 5B is directed onto 
image reproducing screen and reproduces a visible image. 
Instead of a luminescent screen 8 other types of Screens 
such as scotophore screens, targets, such as dielectric tape, 
or photoconductive or semi-conductive targets may be 
used as well. 

It should be understood that the storage unit 43–52 
may be mounted in apposition or in a close spacing to the 
end-face of the guide 5B as a separate unit. 

It should be understood that the electron guide 5B 
used in this embodiment of the invention may be made 
by any method and may be of any type described in this 
specification. It should be understood therefore that "read 
ing electron beam may be intensified by secondary elec 
tron multiplication and by cascade use of plurality of elec 
tron guides. 

In some cases, instead of a storage material 52 of a 
dielectric type, a semi-conducting material or even a con 
ducting material such as Be, Cu or Ni may be used. Such 
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conducting storage layer must be deposited as a discon 
tinuous mosaic on the dielectric solid parts 44 of the end 
face of the guide 5B and will be able to store the charge 
pattern because of its dielectric base. 

It should be understood that the electron storage-guide 
unit may be also used in any type of vacuum tubes such 
as camera television tubes, kinescopes etc. and my inven 
tion is not limited to the image type of tube 1E. 

It should be understood that all vacuum tubes de 
Scribed above may be operated in a continuous manner, 
or in a pulsed manner. In the pulsed operation the po 
tential for the acceleration of electrons from the photo 
cathode 2 or electron gun 40 is suspended for a short 
duration. This time interval may be also used for providing 
a suitable positive or negative potential to the conducting 
or semi-conducting coating on the inside walls of tunnels 
6 in order to eliminate positive or negative space charge 
accumulations. The positive potential may be applied to 
the end-face of the guides 5 to dissipate the negative 
charges present thereon, or a negative potential may be 
applied to dissipate positive charges present thereon. It 
will depend on the type of the vacuum tube and on its 
operational voltages whether we will have positive or 
negative space charge. 

It should be understood that all types of the electron 
guide may be used in each embodiment or modification 
of my invention. 
A great improvement of definition and contrast of 

images was realized in the embodiments of invention 
shown in FIGURES 15c, 15a, and 15b. In this construction 
the tunnels 81 of electron guide and multiplier 80 are 
curved. Without going into theoretical explanation it is 
sufficient to say that the construction of the electron guide 
device built of strongly curved or even spiral tunnels in 
contradistinction to the straight tunnels markedly im 
proved the performance of all my devices both in defini 
tion and constrast of images and instability of operation. 

It was unexpectedly found that the image will be faith 
fully reproduced regardless of the curvature or in tortuos 
ity of the tunnels 81 as long as the spatial relationship of 
all entrance and exit apertures remains the same. It was 
also found that apertures of entrance into tunnels 6, 80 
or 83 and apertures for exit from said tunnels do not have 
to be coaxial. It means that apertures for exit of electrons 
may be in a diffeerint plane than the entrance apertures and 
in spite of it the image will be faithfully reproduced, as 
long as the spatial relationship of all exit apertures is the 
Same as the spatial relationship of all entrance apertures. 
Another important finding was that the tunnels 81 be 

tween their apertures 81a and 81b may be of different 
diameter and shape than the apertures themselves without 
affecting the definition of the images. It was found that 
the definition of images depends only on the dimensions 
of apertures and how closely said aperture are spaced to 
each other and not on the dimensions of tunnels between 
Said apertures. 

It was also found that the tunnels may be separated 
along their course from each other and that the definition 
of images will not suffer as long as the entrance apertures 
and the exit apertures of tunnels 81 are spaced as closely 
to each other as it is possible. 

In view of the above findings the curved construction 
of the electron guide 80 was found to be feasible and 
compatible with a good definition of images. It should 
be understood that the curved or spiral construction of 
the electron guide and multiplier 80 applies to all modi 
fications of my electron guide or multiplier and that it 
may be used in all devices described herein. The curved 
construction of the electron guide 80 created a new prob 
lem. The electron guide 80 uses 100 to 500 tunnels in each 
plane, as each tunnel represents one image point. In order 
to bring this number of curved tubes or other hollow mem 
bers which form tunnels in apposition together, each suc 
cessive curved tube must be a little longer than the pre 
ceding one. As a result the 100th tube will be consider 
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ably longer than the first tube, if the apertures of all 
tubes in all planes of the electron multiplier 80 should be 
in one and the same vertical plane, as it is shown in all 
FIGURES 1 to 14. It was found however that the great 
differences in length of tunnels 8 cannot be tolerated be 
cause they cause great differences in output signals pro 
ducing thereby incorrect contrast values. The solution of 
this problem is to equalize the length of all tunnels as 
shown in FIGURES 15a and 15b. It should be understood 
that in devices in which the contrast is not important the 
equalization of length of tunnels may be omitted. The 
construction based on the equalizing the length of all 
tunnels results in formation of end-face 82 of the electron 
guide 80 which has slanted shape, which means that it 
is inclined at an angle to the long axis of vacuum the tube, 
as it is shown in FIGURE 15a. In some cases it may be 
preferable to equalize the length on both entrance and 
exit side of the electron guide 80 as it is shown in FIG 
URE 15b. The slanted end-face 82 of the electron guide 
was found to cause geometrical distortion of reproduced 
images if conventional focusing means were used. This 
distortion can be improved by using suitable electron-op 
tical lenses. It was found however that a simple solution 
was to mount the image reproducing Screen such as a 
luminescent screen 8-9 or a target of the television tube 
also at an angle so that the endface 82 and the image 
reproducing Screen are parallel to each other, as shown in 
FIG. 15d. 

If the image reproducing screen is the target of a tele 
vision pick-up tube, the scanning electron tube when scan 
ning such slanted targets will cause So called trapezoidal 
distortion of the image. Suitable focusing electron-optical 
lenses to correct such distortion are known in the art and 
do not have to be described in detail. 

Another modification of curved electron guide and 
multiplier 8) is a spiral electron multiplier 83. The elec 
tron multiplier 83 is constructed of spiral tunnels 83a, 
The spiral construction of tunnels is shown in FIG 

URE 15c. It was found to be compatible with resolution 
of images provided the entrance aperture 81a and exit 
apertures 81b are spaced in contact or in a closed apposi 
tion to each other. The spiral construction requires how 
ever a large size vacuum tube as an array of spiral tun 
nels 83a occupies a much larger space than array of 
curved typed tunnels 81. The equalization of the length 
of all tunnels is necessary also in this modification of 
the invention and was described above. 

It should be understood that the spiral electron multi 
plier 83 may have all modifications of electron guide and 
multipliers described in specification and may be used 
in all devices described herein. 

It should be understood that all image intensifying 
devices described in this specification whether they are 
of image tube type or television type or of storage tube 
type may be modified to make them responsible to in 
visible radiations of electro-magnetic type such as X-ray, 
ultra-violet or infrared, or of atomic particles type such 
as neutrons or protons, or of acoustic type such as super 
Sonic radiation. 
FIGURE 16 shows the X-ray sensitive image intensi 

fier 85. Instead of a light sensitive photocathode 22 I 
am using a composite photo.cathode in a form of a 
screen which comprises a fluorescent or luminescent layer 
24 and a photoemissive layer 26. Such screens were de 
scribed above. For higher energy X-rays such as gamma 
rays a photocathode of gold or lead may be used alone 
or in combination and in apposition with the composite 
screen 22 described above. In some applications the 
fluorescent layer may be mounted on the outside surface 
of the end-wall of the vacuum tube, the photoemissive 
layer 26 being mounted inside of the vacuum tube. The 
X-ray image intensifier converts the X-ray image into a 
fluorescent image. The fluorescent image is next con 
verted into a photoelectron beam corresponding to said 
image. The photoelectron beam is fed into the electron 
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multiplier 5 or modifications, 80 or 83. The multiplied 
electron beam exiting from the multiplier 80 is projected 
or focused on the image reproducing screen such as 
luminescent screen, e.g. 9-8 or on a target of a televi 
sion pick-up tube such as 30 or on a storage unit such 
as 40–52. It was found that the electron multiplier 80 
or 83 is very useful for intensification of X-ray images. 
It was found that besides the intensification of the photo 
electron beam emitted from the composite photocathode 
22, it provides also a direct utilization of the X-ray beam 
which carries the X-ray image. In particular it was found 
that only 15% of the X-ray beam is absorbed in the 
composite photocathode 22. The rest of the X-ray beam 
passes through said photocathode and strikes the input 
end-face of the electron guide 80 or 83. The impingement 
of the X-ray beam on the secondary electron emissive 
coating of material on the inside surface of the lumen 
of the tunnels 81 or 83a results in conversion of X-ray 
photons into electrons. The emitted electrons are now 
multiplied in the electron guide 5, 80 or 83 as was de 
Scribed above. In order to prevent the loss of definition 
we must prevent separate fine pencils of the X-ray beam 
which correspond to separate image points from striking 
a few tunnels of electron guide instead of being limited 
to essentially one tunnel only. In order to confine the 
X-ray beam to proper tunnels, the size of the electron 
multiplier for the use in diagnostic radiology should not 
exceed 6 inches in diameter. In addition it was found 
that the electron multiplier should be spaced in the 
Vacuum tube in a symmetrical position in relationship 
to the sidewalls of the tube which means that it should 
be at the same distance from both sidewalls. 

In some cases it is necessary to provide electron-optical 
demagnifying means either of electrostatic or electro 
magnetic type between the composite photocathode 22 
and the electron guide or multiplier 5, 80 or 83. This 
arrangement will permit the use of an electron multiplier 
Smaller than the photocathode which is important in some 
applications. In addition it will provide an extra intensi 
fication of the X-ray image. 

In other applications it was necessary to use electron 
optical means of magnifying type in order to enlarge the 
image from the photocathode before projecting it on 
electron guide or multiplier. This arrangement will per 
mit to preserve the definition of images which is avail 
able in the photocathode and which is too high for elec 
tron guide or multiplier to reproduce. For example the 
photocathode may be able to produce an image having 
definition of 15 pair lines per millimeter. On the other 
hand the electron multiplier can produce images of only 
five pair lines per millimeter definition. By using electron 
optical magnification by a factor of 3, the image on the 
end face of the electron multiplier will now have defini 
tion instead of 15 only of 5 lines per millimeter and 
will be therefore resolved well by the electron multiplier. 
After the passage through the electron multiplier the 
image may be again demagnified if necessary and the 
original definition regained. 

It should be understood that the use of the electron 
optical 82a demagnifying or magnifying means applies 
not only to X-ray devices but to all other embodiments 
of invention as well. 
FIGURE 17 shows the neutron sensitive image intensi 

fier 85a, wherein a neutron reactive layer 86 preferably 
from the group boron, lithium, gadolinium and uranium 
or of paraffine is placed on the face of the image tube. 
The protons or electrons liberated from this layer 86 
under the impact of neutron radiation will strike directly 
or through a thin electron pervious chemically inactive 
barrier layer, a suitable fluorescent layer 24, causing it 
to fluoresce and activate a suitable photoemissive layer 26 
through the light transparent barrier layer 25. In other 
cases a neutron reactive layer of copper or other gamma 
emitter such as cadmium 88 will be more advantageous, 
because of its gamma emission and may be mounted on 
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the outside surface of the endwall 87 of vacuum tube 
or may be adjacent to said endwall but spaced apart 
from said wall 87, as it is shown in FIGURE 18a. 

In some cases it may be more desirable to eliminate 
the fluorescent layer 24 and to cause protons and elec 
trons from the layer 86 to act on electron emissive layer 
either by apposition or by focusing them with magnetic 
or electrostatic fields. In some cases the electron emissive 
layer may be omitted and the beam of the atomic particles 
from the neutron reactive layer 86 may be focused 
directly on the electron guide and multiplier 5 or its 
modifications, 80 or 83. 
The fuorescent layer 24 may be also combined with 

the layer 86 or 88 in one composite layer and may be 
in this form mounted within the tube or outside of the 
tube 85a. 
The fluorescent layer to be used in the neutron sensi 

tive tube may be of a similar composition as described 
above in the X-ray sensitive image tube 85, but it has 
also to be adapted to respond most efficiently to the 
radiation emitted from neutron sensitive layer by enrich 
ing it with proper additional elements. The photo-emissive 
layer has again to be correlated with spectral emission 
of fluorescent layer. The other parts of the tube 85a 
are the same for neutron sensitive image tube and for 
X-ray sensitive image tube 85. 
FIGURE 18 shows infra-red sensitive image intensi 

fier 89. Instead of the photocathode 2 a very thin layer 
90 of black gold or platinum is used. The impingement 
of infrared radiation through a suitable window in the 
endwall of the vacuum tube 89 such as of sodium chlo 
ride, quartz or arsenic sulphide produces in said layer 
90 a pattern of different temperatures corresponding to 
the pattern of said infra-red image. The adjacent photo 
emissive layer 26 is irradiated by light from an extraneous 
source 91. The emission of photoelectrons is modulated 
by said pattern of temperatures in said layer 90. The 
emitted photoelectrons are directed into entrance aper 
tures of the electron guide 5 or its modifications, 80 or 83 
for multiplication. The rest of the construction of the tube 
89 is the same as in any one of modifications described 
herein. 
FIGURE 18a shows another modification of the infra 

red sensitive image intensifier. In this construction the 
layer 90 of gold or platinum is followed by a layer of 
photoconductive material 92 such as PbS, PbSe, PbTe 
or Se. 
Next follows a very thin chemically inactive barrier 93 

such as of MgO, SiO or SiO2 or TiO2. On layer 93 is 
mounted a very thin conducting layer 93a such as of 
tungsten, platinum or palladium which may be in the form 
of a continuous layer of a mesh screen. On layer 93a is 
mounted photoemissive layer 26 which may be in a form 
of a continuous layer of a mosaic layer. In some cases 
the photoemissive layer 26 and conducting layer 93a may 
be mounted spaced apart from the photoconductive layer 
92. In such case the barrier layer 93 may be omitted. The 
infra-red beam causes changes in electrical conductivity 
of layer 92. The layer 92 is connected to one terminal 
of a source of electrical power 91a such as battery or 
to a source of a low frequency electrical current. The 
other terminal of the electrical source 91a is connected 
to the conducting apertured member 94 mounted after 
the photoemissive layer 26 and spaced apart from it. The 
screen 94 is biased in such a manner that the photo 
electrons from the layer 26 cannot pass through it in the 
absence of the infra-red image forming radiation. When 
the infra-red image arrives, it causes a drop of resistance 
in the layer 92. This results in the lowering of cut-off 
bias voltage in the apertured screen 94. Now the photo 
electrons from layer 26 can pass through said member 
94 and may be fed into electron multiplier 5 or its modi 
fications, 80 or 83. The multiplied electron image has 
the pattern of the original infra-red image and is now 
projected or focused on the image reproducing screen 
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such as a luminescent screen 9-8 or on a target of a 
pick-up tube such as 30 or other targets or on a storage 
target. 
My invention will allow the construction of a novel 

electron or other charged particles microscope such as 
proton or ion microscope or the diffraction cameras. One 
of the most vexing problems in the present electron mi 
croscopy is the damage of the examined specimen by the 
exposure to the electron beam. The electron beam causes 
irreversible changes in the structure of organic or in 
organic objects as well. As a result images are obtained 
and recorded which in reality do not exist at all and rep 
resent artefacts only. The only way to eliminate or to re 
duce such artefacts is to decrease the intensity of the 
examining electron beam. The reduction of the intensity 
of the electron beam without prolonging the exposure 
time is unfortunately impossible because of the limited 
sensitivity of photographic materials used to record the 
electron-microscopic image. It is therefore, the objective 
of this invention to eliminate the artefacts by reducing 
either the strength of the electron beam irradiating the 
examined specimen or the exposure time or both. 
FIGURE 19 represents the novel electron microscope 

95. The microscope 95 has a source of electrons or of 
other charged particles 96, which may be an electron 
beam of hot filament type or of cold emission type. The 
emitted beam of electrons is collimated by the aperture 
97 and is focused by the condenser lens 97a on the ex 
amined specimen 98. The specimen may be deposited on 
a supporting plate 98a with an opening therein or on a 
mesh as of silver. 
The electron beam transmitted through the specimen 

is focused by the objective lens 97c on the plane of the 
projection lens 97b. In some cases it is preferable to use 
an intermediate lens between the objective lens and the 
projection lens. The projection lens provides the final 
enlargement of the electron image so that the enlarged 
image may now cover the whole area of the electron guide 
and multiplier 80. All lenses in this embodiment of the 
invention may be of the magnetic type or of electrostatic 
type. 
The enlarged electron beam carrying the image of the 

examined specimen is projected or focused on the electron 
guide or multiplier such as 5 or its modifications, 80 or 
83. It was found that the electron beam which carries 
the image of the examined specimen has to be consider 
ably enlarged before focusing it on electron multiplier. 
The linear enlargement of the electron image should be 
higher than 104. The mulitiplied electron beam which 
exits from the electron multiplier is projected or focused 
by fields 82a on an image reproducing screen such as a 
luminescent screen 9-8 or on a target 30 or other targets 
of a television pick-up tube, or on a photographic or 
Xerographic plate. FIGURE 19 shows the electron or 
other charged particles miscroscope provided with a 
luminescent screen 9-8. 

It should be understood that the novel electron or 
other charged particle microscopes may be also of electro 
static type. In such case the endface of the electron guide 
multiplier such as 5 or its modifications, 80 or 83, which 
faces the examined specimen should have a curved shape 
preferably of a concave configuration. 
FIGURE 20 shows charged particles microscope 100 

provided with a television pick-up device. The multiplied 
and enlarged electron beam carrying the image of the 
examined specimen is projected or focused on the target 
30 described above or on a target of material exhibiting 
electron bombardment induced conductivity such as of 
AS2, Sb3 or of Se or on a target of KCI. The read-out of 
the image is obtained by the use of the scanning electron 
beam 101 in the manner well known in the television art. 
The image reproducing screen may be mounted nor 

mally to the long axis of the microscope or may be 
mounted at an angle to make it parallel to the exit end 
face of the electron guide and multiplier. In some cases 
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it is preferable to make the image reproducing screen of 
a curved shape. 
The multiplied electron image is intensified as com 

pared with original electron image by a factor of 10-106. 
My devices permit therefore to reduce the intensity of the 
image forming electrons or other charged particles beam 
so that it will not damage the examined specimen, which 
was one of the objectives of this invention. 

It should be understood that my invention applies also 
to emission type microscopes in which a source of the 
charged particles and the examined specimen are the 
same. All microscopes may use all modifications of elec 
tron multiplier 5, 80 or 83. 

It is also understood that my invention covers the 
microscopes which use instead of electrons other charged 
particles such as ions or protons. It is also understood 
that my invention applies both to transmission type of 
all microscopes and to reflection type of all microscopes. 
The novel image intensifying devices will be also very 

useful for images produced by radio-isotopes which emit 
gamma rays or beta-rays or other particles. One of such 
devices is shown in FIGURE 21. The image reactive screen 
102 may comprise a fluorescent layer 24a which may be 
in a form of a continuous layer of adequate thickness or of 
a mosaic of small crystals. NaI(T1) is specially suited for 
gamma rays. The layer 24a may be mounted inside of the 
vacuum tube 103 or outside of vacuum tube. If it is 
mounted outside it may be deposited on the endwall 103a 
of the tube or may be adjacent closely to said wall 103a 
or may be separated from said wall with an optical sys 
tem intervening between them. A photoemissive layer 26 
one of the materials described above may be mounted 
directly on the fluorescent layer or mosaic 24a, if said 
layer 24a is inside of vacuum tube 103 or may be mounted 
on the inside surface of the endwall 103a if the fluorescent 
layer 24a is mounted outside of the tube 103. The photo 
emissive layer 26 may be also mounted within vacuum 
tube 103 on a radiation transparent support. The image 
reactive screen 102 if mounted within tube 103 may use 
as a Supporting member the layer 25a. The supporting 
layer may be the first layer of composite screen 102 and 
must be therefore transparent to the image forming radia 
tion and may be if used with gamma rays of material 
Such as aluminum 23a. The supporting layer may be also 
mounted between the fluorescent layer 24a and photo 
emissive layer 26 in which case said layer 25a must be 
transparent to the fluorescent radiation and may be e.g. 
of glass, or suitable plastic such as silicone or polyester. 
The composite screen 102 may have a planar shape or a 
curved shape according to focusing fields which are used 
in the device. 

It should be understood that all modifications of the 
composite Screen 102 apply to all devices described in this 
specification. It should be also understood that the devices 
described and shown in FIGURES 21 and 21 a may be 
used for images produced by all visible or invisible radia 
tions and can be applied for images produced by X-rays, 
neutrons and infra-red, supersonic and other radiations. 
The gamma or other radiation image is converted in 

the layer 24a into a fluorescent image. The fluorescent 
image is converted in layer 26 into a photoelectron image. 
The photoelectron image is projected or focused onto elec 
tron guide and multiplier 5 or its modifications 80 or 83, 
as was described above. The multiplied electron image exit 
ing from said multiplier is projected or focused by electro 
static 109 or magnetic lenses on the endwall or partition 
wall 103b. The wall 103b forms or comprises a novel 
electron image conductor 105. The image conductor 105 
comprises a plurality of electrically conducting members 
Such as wires 106 which are embedded in an insulating 
matrix forming a two dimensional array. The diameter of 
wires may vary from a small fraction of one millimeter to 
a few millimeters. The insulating matrix 107 may be of a 
glass or a suitable plastic such as polyesters, fluorcarbons 
or polyethylenes. The wires 106 may be also coated with 
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an insulating coating before embedding them in the matrix 
i07. The insulating coating may end before one or both 
ends of wire 106 or may continue up to their end leaving 
only the end-points uncovered. The wires 106 coated or 
uncoated may extend beyond the free surface 108 of the 
matrix or may be flush with said surface 108 or may be on 
one or on both sides of the matrix recessed, which means 
that they terminate before reaching the free surface 108 
of the matrix. In case the wires do not reach the surface 
108 the remaining path to said surface may be filled with 
the matrix or may form an open channel according to the 
needs of the application. The thickness of the image con 
ductor 105 may vary from a fraction of one millimeter to 
any size needed. The matrix 107 and wires 105 may be 
light transparent or opaque. The image conductor 105 may 
be of planar shape, may be of convex shape, or of con 
cave shape, or of any other shape according to the appli 
cation used. The electron beam from the electron multi 
plier 5 or its modifications is accelerated by the electrical 
fields 109 and is focused by focusing means on the image 
conductor 105. In some cases it is necessary to decelerate 
the electron beam before its entry into image conductor 
105. The electrons which enter the wires 106 are con 
ducted by them across the conductor 105 from the com 
partment A to the compartment B of the vacuum tube 103. 

It was found that a space charge was formed at the 
image conductor 105 and it was preferable to provide on 
the wall 103b adjacent to the image conductor 105 an 
electrically conducting layer which allows the removal of 
said space charge. 

It was found that the diameter of conducting members 
106 does not control the definition of the images and that 
definition depends primarily on the size of the end points 
106a. 

It was further found that the spacing of the conduct 
ing members 106 does not affect the definition of images 
as long as the end-points 106a of conductors retains the 
same spatial relationship on their output side as it is on 
their inputside. 

If the electrons from the multiplier 5 or its modifica 
tions are after their exit accelerated to a high potential, 
they may exit from wires 106 into compartment B of the 
tube 103 and may be then utilized for read-out. The 
compartment B may have the construction of an image 
tube as shown in FIGURE 16 or of a television tube, or of 
a storage tube. The electron image may be stored in com 
partment B before its read-out by a scanning or a broad 
electron beam or by a light beam. The storage may be also 
accomplished by sending video signals which represent 
said image to a separate storage tube such as called 
"Kiloton' and which is manufactured by Raytheon Com 
pany of Waltham, Mass., or by feeding said video signals 
into a storage kinescope. It was found that in radio 
isotope images a long storage time of signals is neces 
sary because of a very low intensity of said signals and 
the use of storage means represents an important feature 
of this invention. 

It should be understood that instead of having two com 
partments A and B in one vacuum tube 103 they may also 
be constructed in the form of two separate vacuum tubes, 
as it is shown in FIGURE 21a. In such case each tube is 
provided with its own image conductor 105 which are in 
contact with each other. 

It should be understood that all modifications of device 
shown in FIGURE 21a in which two separate tubes 103 
and 110 are used, apply also to the construction shown 
in FIGURE 21 in which one vacuum tube provided with 
two compartments A and B is used. 

Another modification of my invention is shown in FIG 
URE 21 a. 

In many cases the potential of the electron or holes 
beam transmitted by the image conductor 105 or its modi 
fications into the second vacuum tube 110 is so low that 
the electrons respresenting the image cannot exit from 
conductors 106. In such a case, a charge or potential image 
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is formed on the endpoints of conductors 106 and may 
be stored therein a time sufficient for the read-out of 
said image. The read-out of this stored electron image 
may be by means of a fast scanning electron beam, which 
produces secondary electron emission from the end-points 
of conductors 106. This secondary electron emission is 
modulated by the stored electron image at the end points 
of conductors 106a. The emitted secondary electrons may 
be next fed into electron multipliers and, after multipli 
cation, may be converted into electrical signals in the 
manner well known in the television art. The end-points 
106a of conductors 106 in some cases may be coated with 
a thin layer of secondary electron emitting material such 
as MgO, KCl, or Be in order to improve the output of 
secondary electrons. Another preferred read-out of the 
stored electron image in the conductors 106 may be ac 
complished by using a slow scanning electron beam. In 
this modification of the invention, the scanning beam 
131a is decelerated in front of the conductors 106 by a 
retarding electrode. The decelerated electron beam is 
modulated by the electrical charge or potential image on 
the end-points of conductors 106. The returning modu 
lated electron beam 101b is fed into electron multipliers 
and after multiplication, is converted into electrical signals 
such as video signals as it is well-known in the television 
art. 

In another modification the endpoints of electrical con 
ductors 106a may be coated with a photoemissive layer 
26, such as of CsSb or of a multi-alkali antimony, such as 
K-Cs-Sb or K-Na-Cs-Sb. The photoemissive layer 
26 may be in the form of a continuous layer or of a 
mosaic layer. 

In some cases it is preferable to mount the photo 
emissive layer 26 on a very thin insulating layer inter 
posed between the end-points 106a and said layer 26. The 
ead-out of the electron image present in the conductors 
185a may now be accomplished by means of a scanning 
light beam instead of a scanning electron beam. The 
scanning light causes emission of photoelectrons from 
the layer 26, point after point. This photoemission is 
modulated by the stored electron image in conductors 
106. The emitted photoelectrons may be fed into multi 
pliers and converted into electrical signals. 

In another modification, the emission of photoelectrons 
from the layer 26 is produced by a broad and not by a 
scanning source of light. The broad emitted photoelec 
tron beam may be stored in the target 30 of the tele 
vision camera tube. The read-out from the target 30 Oc 
curs by means of a scanning electron beam which may 
be of a fast or of a slow type, as it is known in the 
television art. 

In another modification the photoemissive layer 26 
may be mounted on its own support such as mesh screen 
in a close proximity to the end-points of conductors 106. 
The photoemission of electrons from layer 26 will be 
modulated by the charge or potential image on said end 
points 106a in the same manner as when using deposition 
of the layer 26 directly on said end-points 106a. 

It was found that the use of the light beam for read 
out improves the signals to noise ratio of the intensify 
ing device as it removes the noise of the electron beam. 

In another modification of my invention electron beam 
which is transferred by the image conductor 105 and 
which appears as a charge or potential image on the end 
points of conducting members 106a can be read out by a 
broad non-scanning electron beam produced by an elec 
tron source. The broad electron beam passes through an 
aperture, is decelerated and irradiates the whole endface 
of the electron conductor 105 simultaneously in contra 
distinction to the scanning electron beam. The returning 
electron beam is modulated by the pattern of charges or 
potentials on conductors 106a. It is projected on the suit 
able image reproducing screen 8 such as of luminescent or 
electro-luminescent material which produces a visible 
image having the pattern of the original invisible image. 
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In another modification the broad electron beam after 

being modulated by charge image on conductors 106a is 
focused by electrostatic or magnetic means on the target 
30 of television camera. The target 30 may be of a semi 
conducting glass, MgO, Al2O3 or of a photoconductive 
material such as Sb2S3 or PbO or of material exhibiting 
electron bombardment induced conductivity such as MgO, 
or KCl. The broad electron beam is stored in the target 
30 and can be read out by the scanning electron beam 
101a from an electron source 00a. The electron beam 
101 a may be of a slow type or of a fast type and converts 
the stored image into video signals as it is known in the 
television art. 
Another modification of X-ray of radio-isotope image 

intensifying devices is shown in FIGURE 22. In this em 
bodiment the tube 113 is provided with the X-ray or 
gamma reactive screen 22 which may be of any construc 
tion described above but preferably it will be in the form 
of a mosaic or continuous screen 112 of a heavy metal 
such as lead, tungsten, or gold, or of copper. The screen 
112 and the semi-conducting or dielectric television target 
30a which may be of glass, magnesium oxide, aluminum 
oxide, potassium chloride or antimony sulphide forms 
with the screen 112 a closed vacuum-tight chamber C 
which is filled with a mixture of gases such as argon, 
neon, or xenon with organic gas compounds of poly 
atomic type such as alcohol compounds. 
The target 30a and the image reactive screen 12 are 

spaced close to each other. The separation between them 
may be as a fraction of 1 millimeter or a few millimeters 
and depends on the resolution of the image which is 
necessary. 
The chamber C is connected to a D-C source 115 of 

electric power which provides voltage of 100 to 3000 
volts. The impingement of X-rays or other ionizing radia 
tion causes a self-quenching discharge of gas which pro 
duces electrical charges on the target 30a. The charges 
migrate to the opposite side of the target 30a and after 
the necessary storage time can be read out by an electron 
beam of a scanning type 10ia or of a broad type or by 
a light beam, as was described above. This read-out 
converts the stored charges either into a visible image or 
into electrical signals for television transmission. 
The discharge of gas is self-quenching, therefore a 

repeated build-up of the charges on target 30a may be 
achieved by a prolonged exposure to the image forming 
radiation. It was found that the gas in the chamber C 
must be replenished from time to time. For this purpose 
a sealed extension 114 is provided which can be reopened 
for injection of a new supply of gas and sealed again. 

It should be understood that my device 113 may use 
a slow electron beam or a fast electron beam for a read 
out. Furthermore it should be understood that this device 
may be used for neutrons and other atomic particles 
images. 

It should be understood that the word "glass' in claims 
embraces all kinds of glasses and of plastic materials 
as well. 

It should be understood that the word “light' in claims 
embraces all visible and invisible radiations. 

It should be understood that word "tunnels' in this 
specification and in the appended claims means passages 
which have walls completely surrounding said passages 
leaving only the end-faces open. It is in contradistinction 
to "channels' which are not surrounded by walls on all 
sides. 

In another modification of my device the voltage Sup 
plied to the gas chamber is high enough to cause a Town 
send type of discharge when said gas chamber is struck 
by an ionizing radiation. The image reactive screen may 
be 22, 112 or any one of the described above. The im 
pingement of ionizing radiation on the image reactive 
screen produces emission of atomic particles or of gamma 
rays therefrom which produces again sparks or light 
flashes in the gas. The light flashes corresponding to 
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gamma or X-ray image are conducted by the fiberoptic 
partition 12, such as described above, from the compart 
ment C to the photoemissive layer 26 which is mounted 
on the opposite side of said fiberoptic partition. The 
sparks image is therefore transported to the photoemissive 
layer 26 without a loss of resolution and is converted 
now in the photoelectron image which has the pattern of 
the original invisible image. The photoelectron image can 
be next accelerated by electrical fields and focused on the 
image reproducing screen 8-9 and will be converted there 
into a visible luminescent image. 

In another modification the photoelectron image can 
be focused on the target 30 or 30a of the television pick 
up tube type and may be converted into electrical signals 
for television on transmission. It should be understood 
that television pick-up compartment may be of any type 
described above. 

It should be also understood that the photoelectron 
image may be first fed into electron guide and multiplier 
5 or its modifications 80 or 83 before its conversion into 
a visible image or into electrical signals. 
As various possible embodiments might be made of 

the above invention, and as various changes might be 
made in the embodiment above set forth, it is to be under 
stood that all matter herein set forth or shown in the ac 
companying drawings is to be interpreted as illustrative 
and not in a limiting sense. 

I claim: 
1. A vacuum tube for producing images comprising in 

combination means for receiving an image, said means 
comprising a source of electrons mounted in said tube 
and producing a beam of electrons corresponding to said 
received image, and a device for receiving and multiply 
ing said electron beam, said device comprising a plurality 
of separate individual hollow members containing empty 
tunnels and having tubular cross-section and curved con 
figuration along the longitudinal axis of said members, 
said curved configuration being uni-directional, said 
members having their own individual walls Surrounding 
said tunnels, said walls furthermore being continuous over 
the entire length of said electron multiplying device, 
said tunnels having entrance apertures for the entrance 
of said beam of electrons and exit apertures for the exit 
of electrons, the walls of said tunnels comprising second 
ary electron emissive material on the inside surface of 
said tunnels so that said entering electrons strike the walls 
of said tunnels and produce a multiplied beam of elec 
trons, said members having their longitudinal diameter 
larger than their cross-sectional diameter, said members 
being combined together in one array, said device com 
prising in addition electrically conducting means mounted 
in cooperative relationship with said members, said 
vacuum tube comprising furthermore means for receiv 
ing and utilizing said beam of electrons exited from said 
apertures, said utilizing means and said source of elec 
trons mounted opposite to each other. 

2. A vacuum tube as defined in claim 1 which com 
prises luminescent means for receiving said exited elec 
trons, said luminescent means provided with an electron 
transmitting light reflecting layer, said layer preventing 
the back-scatter of light emitted by said luminescent 
aS 
3. A vacuum tube as defined in claim 1 which com 

prises a composite screen having luminescent means and 
photoelectric means. 

4. A vacuum tube, as defined in claim 1 in which said 
means receiving an image comprise means reactive to 
X-rays and emitting electrons in response to said X-rays. 

5. A device as defined in claim 1, in which said hollow 
curved members are substantially of the same length. 

6. A vacuum tube as defined in claim 5, in which 
said array of said hollow members has two endfaces and 
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in which at least one of said endfaces has a slanted con 
figuration. 

7. A vacuum tube as defined in claim 1, in which 
walls of said hollow members comprise an electrically 
semi-conducting material. 

8. A vacuum tube as defined in claim 1, in which said 
Source of electrons comprises an electron gun. 

9. A vacuum tube as defined in claim 1 which com 
prises an endwall provided with a plurality of members 
conducting light by internal reflection of said light in said 
members and constituted of material of a high index of 
refraction transparent to said light, said members having 
own coating means of material of a lower index of re 
fraction than said members. 

10. A vacuum tube as defined in claim 1, in which the 
walls of said hollow members are resistant to the tem 
perature of 600° C. 

11. A vacuum tube as defined in claim 1, in which said 
hollow members are provided on the outside surface 
of their walls with cladding means which have a lower 
melting point than said walls. 

12. A vacuum tube as defined in claim 11, in which 
said hollow members have substantially the same length. 

13. A vacuum tube as defined in claim 11, in which 
said means receiving an image comprise X-ray sensitive 
aS 

14. A device for receiving and multiplying an electron 
beam, said device comprising a plurality of separate indi 
vidual hollow members containing empty tunnels and hav 
ing tubular cross-section and curved configuration of the 
longitudinal axis of said members, said curved configura 
tion being uni-directional, said members having their own 
individual walls surrounding said tunnels, said walls fur 
thermore being continuous over the entire length of said 
electron multiplying device, said tunnels having entrance 
apertures for the entrance of said beam of electrons and 
exit apertures for the exit of electrons, the walls of said 
tunnels comprising secondary electron emissive material 
on the inside surface of said tunnels so that said entering 
electrons strike the walls of said tunnels and produce a 
multiplied beam of electrons, said members having their 
longitudinal diameter larger than their cross-sectional 
diameter, said members being combined together in one 
array, said device comprising in addition electrically con 
ducting means mounted in cooperative relationship with 
said members. 

15. A device as defined in claim 14 in which said walls 
comprise glass heat stable at the temperature of 600 C. 
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